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SEMIDIRECT PRODUCTS AND WREATH PRODUCTS OF
LOCALITIES
VALENTINA GRAZIAN AND ELLEN HENKE
Abstract. We develop a theory of semidirect products of partial groups and loca-
lities. Our concepts generalize the notions of direct products of partial groups and
localities, and of semidirect products of groups.
1. Introduction
Partial groups and localities were introduced by Chermak [Che13] in connection with
his proof of the existence and uniqueness of centric linking systems, a results which
ensures in particular that there is a locality attached to every saturated fusion system.
Roughly speaking, a partial group is a set L together with a “partial product” which
is only defined on certain words in L, subject to certain axioms which resemble the
axioms of a group. A locality is a partial group equipped with some extra structure;
in particular, every locality contains a “Sylow subgroup” on which one can define a
fusion system.
Since there is no suitable notion of an action of a fusion system, it is difficult to
give a general definition of semidirect products of fusion systems. However, a quite
canonical definition of direct products was already introduced by Broto, Levi and Oliver
[BLO03]. In this paper, we approach the problem by studying semidirect products of
partial groups and localities. As for groups, we define both internal and external
semidirect products. After some preliminaries, we start by introducing external and
internal semidirect products of partial groups in Sections 3 and 4. Building on that,
we introduce semidirect products of localities in Section 5; as a special case, we define
in Subsection 5.3 semidirect products of groups with localities. This is in particular
useful for defining locality versions of wreath products in Section 6.
The concepts and results presented in this paper generalize the notions of direct
products of partial groups and localities introduced by the second author of this paper
[Hen17]. Forming direct products of localities is in a certain sense compatible with
forming direct products of fusion systems (cf. [Hen17, Lemma 5.1]). Semidirect pro-
ducts of partial groups can also be seen as generalizations of semidirect products of
groups.
Notation: Let p always be a prime. Throughout, we write homomorphisms of groups
or of partial groups exponentially on the right hand side.
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2. Partial groups and localities
In this section we introduce some basic definitions and notations that will be used
throughout this paper. We refer the reader to [Che] for a more comprehensive intro-
duction to partial groups and localities.
2.1. Partial groups. For any set M, write W(M) for the free monoid on M. Thus,
an element of W(M) is a word with letters in M. The multiplication on W(M)
consists of concatenation of words, to be denoted u ◦ v. The empty word will be
denoted by ∅. For any word u ∈W(M) and k ∈ N0, u
k stands for the concatenation
of k copies of u, i.e. uk is defined inductively by u0 = ∅ and uk+1 = u ◦ uk for every
k ∈ N0.
Definition 2.1 (Partial Group). Let L be a non-empty set, let D(L) be a subset of
W(L), let Π: D(L) → L be a map and let (−)−1 : L → L be an involutory bijection,
which we extend to a map
(−)−1 : W(L)→W(L), w = (g1, . . . , gk) 7→ w
−1 = (g−1k , . . . , g
−1
1 )).
We say that L is a partial group with product Π and inversion (−)−1 if the following
hold:
(PG1) L ⊆ D(L) (i.e. D(L) contains all words of length 1), and
u ◦ v ∈ D(L)⇒ u, v ∈ D(L);
(So in particular, ∅ ∈ D(L).)
(PG2) Π restricts to the identity map on L;
(PG3) u◦ v ◦w ∈ D(L)⇒ u◦ (Π(v))◦w ∈ D(L), and Π(u◦ v ◦w) = Π(u◦ (Π(v))◦w);
(PG4) w ∈ D(L)⇒ w−1 ◦ w ∈ D(L) and Π(w−1 ◦ w) = 1 where 1 := Π(∅).
Note that any group G can be regarded as a partial group withD(G) =W(G) by ex-
tending the “binary” product to a map ΠG : W(G)→ G, (g1, g2, . . . , gn) 7→ g1g2 · · · gn.
We will always write ΠG for this product.
If L is a partial group with product Π: D(L)→ L and u = (f1, f2, . . . , fn) ∈ D(L),
then we write also f1f2 · · · fn for Π(u).
Lemma 2.2. If L is a partial group and u, v ∈W(L), then the following hold:
(a) If u◦v ∈ D(L), then we have (Π(u),Π(v)) ∈ D(L) and Π(u◦v) = Π(Π(u),Π(v)).
(b) If u ◦ v ∈ D(L), then u−1 ◦ u ◦ v ∈ D(L) and u ◦ v ◦ v−1 ∈ D(L). Moreover,
Π(u−1 ◦ u ◦ v) = Π(v) and Π(u ◦ v ◦ v−1) = Π(u).
(c) If u ∈ D(L) and u = u−1, then uk ∈ D(L) and Π(uk) = Π(Π(u)k) for every
k ∈ N0.
(d) If u ◦ v ∈ D(L), then u ◦ (1) ◦ v ∈ D(L) and Π(u ◦ (1) ◦ v) = Π(u ◦ v).
More generally, if u1 ◦ · · · ◦ un ∈ D(L) and e0, . . . , en ∈ W({1}), then w =
e0 ◦ u1 ◦ e1 ◦ · · · ◦ en−1 ◦ un ◦ en ∈ D(L) and Π(w) = Π(u1 ◦ · · · ◦ un).
(e) Π(w) = 1 for every w ∈W({1}).
(f) For every f ∈ L and every k ∈ N0, we have (f−1, 1, f)k ∈ D and Π((f−1, 1, f)k) =
1.
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(g) If u ∈ D(L), then u−1 ∈ D(L) and Π(u)−1 = Π(u−1).
(h) If u, v, w ∈ W(L) with u ◦ v ◦ v−1 ◦ w ∈ D(L), then u ◦ w ∈ D(L) and
Π(u ◦ v ◦ v−1 ◦ w) = Π(u ◦ w).
Proof. Applying axiom (PG3) twice gives (a). Notice that (u◦v)−1 = v−1 ◦u−1. So the
first part of property (b) follows from (PG1) and (PG4). The second part of (b) follows
now from (PG3) and (PG4). If u is as in (c), it follows from ∅ ∈ D(L) and (b) by
induction that uk ∈ D(L). So it follows from (a) by induction that Π(uk) = Π(Π(u)k),
and this completes the proof of (c).
If u ◦ v = u ◦ ∅ ◦ v ∈ D(L), then it follows from axiom (PG3) that u ◦ (1) ◦ v =
u ◦ (Π(∅)) ◦ v ∈ D(L) and Π(u ◦ (1) ◦ v) = Π(u ◦ v). So the first part of (d) holds, and
the second part follows then by induction on the length of e0 ◦ e1 ◦ · · · ◦ en. Thus, (d)
holds. Property (e) is a special case of (d) as ∅ ∈ D(L).
By axioms (PG1) and (PG4), we have (f−1, f) ∈ D(L). So by property (d), u :=
(f−1, 1, f) ∈ D(L). As u−1 = u, it follows from (c) that uk ∈ D(L) and Π(uk) =
Π(Π(u)k) = Π(1k). Using (e) we conclude Π(uk) = 1. This proves (f).
Property (g) is shown in [Che, Lemma 1.4(f)]. Let now u, v, w ∈ W(L) with u ◦
v ◦ v−1 ◦ w ∈ D(L). If u = ∅, then (h) follows from (b). So we may assume u 6=
∅. Write u = (g1, . . . , gk). Using (PG3),(PG4) and property (d) one sees now that
u ◦ (Π(v ◦ v−1)) ◦ w = u ◦ (1) ◦ w = (g1, . . . , gk−1) ◦ (gk, 1) ◦ w ∈ D(L) and thus
(g1, . . . , gk−1) ◦ (Π(gk, 1)) ◦ w = (g1, . . . , gk−1) ◦ (gk) ◦ w = u ◦ w ∈ D(L). Moreover,
Π(u◦v◦v−1◦w) = Π(u◦(Π(v◦v−1))◦w) = Π(u◦(1)◦w) = Π((g1, . . . , gk−1)◦(gk, 1)◦w) =
Π((g1, . . . , gk−1) ◦ (Π(gk, 1)) ◦ w) = Π((g1, . . . , gk−1) ◦ (gk) ◦ w) = Π(u ◦ w). 
Definition 2.3. Let L be a partial group. For every g ∈ L we define
D(g) = {x ∈ L | (g−1, x, g) ∈ D(L)}.
The map cg : D(g)→ L, x 7→ xg = Π(g−1, x, g) is the conjugation map by g. If H is a
subset of L and H ⊆ D(g), then we set
Hg = {hg | h ∈ H}.
Whenever we write xg (or Hg), we mean implicitly that x ∈ D(g) (or H ⊆ D(g),
respectively). Moreover, if M and H are subsets of L, we write NM(H) for the set of
all g ∈M such that H ⊆ D(g) and Hg = H. Similarly, we write CM(H) for the set of
all g ∈ M such that H ⊆ D(g) and hg = h for all h ∈ H.
Definition 2.4. Let L be a partial group and let H be a non-empty subset of L. The
subset H is a partial subgroup of L if
(1) g ∈ H =⇒ g−1 ∈ H; and
(2) w ∈ D(L) ∩W(H) =⇒ Π(w) ∈ H.
If H is a partial subgroup of L with W(H) ⊆ D(L), then H is called a subgroup of L.
A partial subgroup N of L is called a partial normal subgroup of L (denoted N ✂ L)
if
g ∈ L, n ∈ N ∩D(g) =⇒ ng ∈ N .
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We remark that a subgroup H of L is always a group in the usual sense with the
group multiplication defined by hg = Π(h, g) for all h, g ∈ H.
2.2. Localities. Roughly speaking, localities are partial groups with some some extra
structure, in particular with a “Sylow p-subgroup” and a set ∆ of “objects” which in
a sense determines the domain of the product. Crucial is the following definition.
Definition 2.5. Let L be a partial group and let ∆ be a collection of subgroups of L.
Define D(L)∆ to be the set of words w = (g1, . . . , gk) ∈ W(L) such that there exist
P0, . . . , Pk ∈ ∆ with Pi−1 ⊆ D(gi) and P
gi
i−1 = Pi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k; if such P0, . . . , Pk
are given, then we say also that w ∈ D(L)∆ via P0, P1, . . . , Pk, or just that w ∈ D(L)∆
via P0.
Remark 2.6. Let L be a partial group and let ∆ and ∆∗ be sets of subgroups of L.
If ∆ ⊆ ∆∗, then D(L)∆ ⊆ D(L)∆∗ .
More generally, if there exists a map γ : ∆ → ∆∗ such that, for all P,Q ∈ ∆ and
f ∈ L, we have
P ⊆ D(f) and P f = Q =⇒ γ(P ) ⊆ D(f) and γ(P )f = γ(Q),
then D(L)∆ ⊆ D(L)∆∗ . For, if γ is such a map and w = (f1, . . . , fn) ∈ D(L)∆ via
P0, P1, . . . , Pn ∈ ∆, then w ∈ D(L)∆∗ via γ(P0), γ(P1), . . . , γ(Pn).
Definition 2.7. Let L be a finite partial group, let S be a p-subgroup of L and let
∆ be a non-empty set of subgroups of S. We say that (L,∆, S) is a locality if the
following hold:
(1) S is maximal with respect to inclusion among the p-subgroups of L;
(2) D(L) = D(L)∆;
(3) ∆ is closed under taking L-conjugates and overgroups in S; i.e. if P ∈ ∆ then
P g ∈ ∆ for every g ∈ L with P ⊆ D(g), and R ∈ ∆ for every P ≤ R ≤ S.
We remark that Definition 2.7 is the definition of a locality given by the second
author [Hen19, Definition 5.1]. It is shown there that this definition is equivalent to
the one given by Chermak [Che, Definition 2.8].
We will later be in a situation where we are given a partial group L with a maximal
p-subgroup S, and want to show that (L,∆, S) is a locality for a suitable set ∆ of
subgroups of S. We will now develop some general methods for proving this. We will
need the following definition.
Definition 2.8. Let L be a partial group and let S be a p-subgroup of L. For f ∈ L
set
Sf := {x ∈ S : x ∈ D(f) and x
f ∈ S}.
We say that a set ∆ of subgroups of S is closed under taking L-conjugates in S if, for
every P ∈ ∆ and every f ∈ L with P ⊆ Sf , we have P
f ∈ ∆.
If (L,∆, S) is a locality, then for every f ∈ L, the subset Sf is actually a subgroup
of S. Moreover, P f is a subgroup of S for every subgroup P of S with P ⊆ Sf . We
warn the reader that, if L is an arbitrary partial group with a maximal p-subgroup S,
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then its a priori not clear that these properties hold. In the proofs of the following
results we therefore need to be very careful how we argue.
Lemma 2.9. Let L be a partial group with product Π: D(L) → L. Let ∆ be a set of
subgroups of L such that D(L) = D(L)∆. Then the following hold:
(a) For every P ∈ ∆, NL(P ) is a subgroup of L.
(b) If P ∈ ∆ and f ∈ L with P ⊆ Sf and P
f ∈ ∆, then NL(P ) ⊆ D(f) and
cf : NL(P )→ NL(P f) is an isomorphism of groups.
(c) If w = (f1, . . . , fn) ∈ D(L) via P0, P1, . . . , Pn ∈ ∆, then cΠ(w) = cf1◦cf2◦· · ·◦cfn
as an isomorphism from NL(P0) to NL(P1).
Proof. By [Che, Lemma 1.6(c)], for any g ∈ L, the conjugation map cg is a bijection
D(g)→ D(g−1) with inverse map cg−1 . We will use this property throughout without
further reference. We will first prove the following property from which (a) and (b)
follow easily:
(*) Let w = (f1, . . . , fn) ∈ D via P0, P1, . . . , Pn ∈ ∆, and suppose X0, X1, . . . , Xn
are subgroups of L with Pi✂Xi for i = 0, 1, . . . , n. Assume furthermore Xi−1 ⊆
D(fi) and X
fi
i−1 = Xi for i = 1, . . . , n. We show that cΠ(w) = cf1 ◦ cf2 ◦ · · · ◦ cfn
as a map from X0 to Xn.
To prove this choose x ∈ X0 and notice that w−1 ◦ (x) ◦ w ∈ D = D∆ via
Pn, Pn−1, . . . , P0, P0, P1, . . . , Pn. Moreover, by Lemma 2.2(g), we have Π(w)
−1 = Π(w−1).
Using axiom (PG3) of a partial group several times, we get thus (Π(w)−1, x,Π(w)) =
(Π(w−1), x,Π(w)) ∈ D and xcΠ(w) = Π(Π(w−1), x,Π(w)) = Π(w−1 ◦ (x) ◦ w) =
Π(f−1n , . . . , f
−1
1 , x, f1, . . . , fn) = x
cf1◦cf2◦···◦cfn . This proves (*).
If (a) and (b) are true, then (c) follows immediately from (*) applied with Xi :=
NL(Pi) for i = 0, 1, . . . , n. So it remains to prove (a) and (b).
Let P ∈ ∆. For any g ∈ NL(P ), we have g
−1 ∈ NL(P ) as cg−1 = (cg)
−1. Moreover, if
w = (f1, . . . , fn) ∈W(NL(P )), then w ∈ D = D∆ via P, P, . . . , P and, by (*) applied
with Pi := Xi := P for i = 0, . . . , n, we have Π(w) ∈ NL(P ). Hence, NL(P ) is a
subgroup of L and we have proved (a).
Let now f ∈ L with P ⊆ D(f) and P f ∈ ∆. Then for x ∈ NL(P ), we have
(f−1, x, f) ∈ D via P f , P, P, P f . So x ∈ D(f) and, by (*), xf ∈ NL(P f). Thus
cf induces a map NL(P ) → NL(P
f). Applying this property with P f and f−1 in
the roles of P and f , we get that cf−1 induces a map NL(P
f) → NL(P ). Since
cf : D(f) → D(f−1) is bijective with inverse map cf−1 , it follows that cf induces a
bijection NL(P ) → NL(P f). If x, y ∈ NL(P ), then u = (f−1, x, f, f−1, y, f) ∈ D via
P f , P, P, P f , P, P, P f . So using axiom (PG3) and Lemma 2.2(h), we conclude (xy)cf =
Π(f−1, x, y, f) = Π(u) = Π(xf , yf) = (xcf )(ycf ). Hence, cf is a homomorphism of
groups and we have proved (c). 
Lemma 2.10. Let L be a partial group and let S be a maximal p-subgroup of L.
Suppose ∆0 is a set of subgroups of S such that D(L) = D(L)∆0 and ∆0 is closed
under taking L-conjugates in S.
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(a) Let ∆ be a set of subgroups of S such that ∆0 ⊆ ∆ and, for every P ∈ ∆, there
exists Q ∈ ∆0 with Q ≤ P . Then D(L) = D(L)∆.
(b) Set ∆ := {P ≤ S : ∃Q ∈ ∆0 with Q ✂ P}. Then ∆ is closed under taking
L-conjugates in S.
Proof. (a) Let ∆ be as in (a). As ∆0 ⊆ ∆, we have clearly D(L) = D(L)∆0 ⊆
D(L)∆. Let now w = (f1, . . . , fn) ∈ D(L)∆ via some elements P0, P1, . . . , Pn ∈ ∆. By
assumption, there exists Q0 ∈ ∆0 with Q0 ≤ P0. For i = 1, . . . , n define Qi recursively
by Qi := Q
fi
i−1. Note that Qi ⊆ P
fi
i−1 = Pi ≤ S and thus Qi−1 ⊆ Sfi for i = 1, . . . , n. As
∆0 is closed under taking L-conjugates in S and Q0 ∈ ∆0, it follows that by induction
that Q0, Q1, . . . , Qn ∈ ∆0. Hence, w ∈ D(L)∆0 = D(L) via Q0, Q1, . . . , Qn. This
proves (a).
(b) Let now ∆ be as in (b). Pick P ∈ ∆ and f ∈ L with P ⊆ Sf . By definition of
∆, there exists Q ∈ ∆0 such that Q✂ P . We apply now Lemma 2.9 with ∆0 in place
of ∆. By part (a) of that lemma, NL(Q) is a subgroup of L. As ∆0 is closed under
taking L-conjugates in S and Q ≤ P ⊆ Sf , we have Qf ∈ ∆0. So by Lemma 2.9(b),
cf : NL(Q) → NL(Qf) is an isomorphism of groups. In particular, as P is a subgroup
of NL(Q), P
f is a subgroup of NL(Q
f) and thus also of S. Moreover, Qf ✂ P f and
thus P f ∈ ∆. This shows that ∆ is closed under taking L-conjugates in S. 
Lemma 2.11. Let L be a partial group and let S be a maximal p-subgroup of L. Suppose
∆0 is a set of subgroups of S which is closed under taking L-conjugates. Assume
D(L) = D(L)∆0. Set
∆ := {P ≤ S : ∃Q ∈ ∆0 with Q ≤ P}.
Then (L,∆, S) is a locality.
Proof. Note that ∆ is by construction closed under taking overgroups in S. Since S is
by assumption a maximal p-subgroup of L, it remains thus to show that ∆ is closed
under taking L-conjugates, and that D(L) = D(L)∆. Since ∆0 is given, we can defined
sets ∆i for i ≥ 1 recursively by
∆i := {P ≤ S : ∃Q ∈ ∆i−1 with Q✂ P}.
If Q ∈ ∆0 and Q ≤ P ≤ S, then Q is subnormal in P , and the subnormal length is
bounded by |S|. Hence, there exists n ∈ N with ∆n = ∆. Therefore, it is sufficient to
prove that, for all i ≥ 0, D(L) = D(L)∆i and ∆i is closed under taking L-conjugates
in S. Using induction on i, this follows however immediately from Lemma 2.10 and
the fact that the claim is by assumption true for i = 0. 
In Section 5, we will consider substructures of localities which are localities again,
as introduced in the following definition.
Definition 2.12. We say that (H,∆H, SH) is a sublocality of (L,∆, S) if H is a partial
subgroup of L, SH = S ∩ H, ∆H is a set of subgroups of SH and, regarding H as a
partial group with product Π|W(H)∩D(L), the triple (H,∆H, SH) forms a locality.
We stress that, in the above definition, ∆H is not assumed to be a subset of ∆. Such
a condition would be too restrictive for our purposes as will become clear in Section 5.
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2.3. Homomorphisms of partial groups.
Definition 2.13. Let L and L′ be partial groups, let ϕ : L → L′, g 7→ gϕ be a mapping.
By abuse of notation, let ϕ also denote the induced map on words
W(L)→W(L′), w = (f1, . . . , fn) 7→ w
ϕ = (fϕ1 , . . . , f
ϕ
n ).
Accordingly, set D(L)ϕ = {wϕ : w ∈ D(L). We say that ϕ is a homomorphism of
partial groups if
(1) D(L)ϕ ⊆ D(L′); and
(2) Π(w)ϕ = Π′(wϕ) for every w ∈ D(L).
If moreover ϕ is bijective and D(L)ϕ = D(L′), then we say that ϕ is an isomorphism
of partial groups. The isomorphisms of partial groups from L to itself are called
automorphisms and the set of these automorphisms is denoted by Aut(L).
Notation 2.14. Whenever ϕ : L → L′ is a homomorphism of partial groups, then (as
in Definition 2.13) by abuse of notation, we will denote by ϕ also the induced map on
words
W(L)→W(L′), w = (f1, . . . , fn) 7→ w
ϕ = (fϕ1 , . . . , f
ϕ
n ).
Lemma 2.15. If ϕ : L → L′ is a homomorphism of partial groups, then the following
hold:
(a) (g−1)ϕ = (gϕ)−1 for every g ∈ L.
(b) If u, v ∈W(L) with u ◦ v ∈ D(L), then Π(u ◦ v)ϕ = Π′(Π(u)ϕ,Π(v)ϕ) where Π
and Π′ denote the partial products on L and L′ respectively.
(c) We have 1ϕ = 1′.
Proof. For the proof of (a) see [Che, Lemma 1.13]. For (b) note that Π(u ◦ v)ϕ =
Π((u ◦ v)ϕ) = Π((uϕ) ◦ (vϕ)) = Π(Π(uϕ),Π(vϕ)) = Π(Π(u)ϕ,Π(v)ϕ), where the third
equality uses Lemma 2.2(a). This proves (b). Property (c) holds as 1ϕ = Π(∅)ϕ =
Π′(∅ϕ) = Π′(∅) = 1′. 
Lemma 2.16. Let L and L′ be partial groups and let ϕ : L → L′ be a map. Then ϕ is
an isomorphism of partial groups if and only if ϕ is bijective and ϕ and ϕ−1 are both
homomorphisms of partial groups.
Proof. If ϕ is bijective and ϕ and ϕ−1 are both homomorphisms of partial groups, then
D(L)ϕ ⊆ D(L′) and D(L′)ϕ
−1
⊆ D(L), with the latter inclusion implying D(L′) ⊆
D(L)ϕ. Thus, we get D(L)ϕ = D(L′) and thus ϕ is a homomorphism of partial groups.
Assume now that ϕ is an isomorphism of partial groups. Then D(L)ϕ = D(L′)
and thus D(L′)ϕ
−1
= D(L). Given w ∈ D(L′), it remains to show that Π′(w)ϕ
−1
=
Π(wϕ
−1
). Note that wϕ
−1
∈ D(L) and thus, as ϕ is a homomorphism of partial groups,
Π(wϕ
−1
)ϕ = Π′((wϕ
−1
)ϕ) = Π′(w). This implies the required equation. 
3. External semidirect products of partial groups
In this section we will introduce the external semidirect product of partial groups
as a natural generalization of the external semidirect product of groups. For that we
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need to consider the action of a partial group on another partial group as introduced
in the following definition.
Definition 3.1. Let X and N be partial groups. Then we say that X acts on the
partial group N if there exists a homomorphism ϕ : X → Aut(N ) of partial groups. If
such ϕ is given, we say also that X acts on the partial group N via ϕ.
Note here that Aut(N ) forms a group with the composition of maps as multiplication;
we regard Aut(N ) as a partial group in the usual way by extending the “binary”
product on Aut(N ) to a multivariable product ΠAut(N ) : W(Aut(N ))→ Aut(N ).
Remark 3.2. If X is a group, then X acts on the partial group N via ϕ if and only
if ϕ : X → Aut(N ) is a homomorphism of groups (cf. [Che, Lemma 1.16]).
Notation 3.3. Assume a partial group X acts on a partial group N via a homomor-
phism ϕ. For Y ⊆ X and M⊆ N , set
CϕY(M) := {y ∈ Y : m
yϕ = m for all m ∈ M}.
If it does not lead to confusion, we write also CY(M) instead of C
ϕ
Y(M).
Lemma 3.4. If a partial group X acts on a partial group N via a homomorphism ϕ,
then CϕX (N ) = ker(ϕ) is a partial normal subgroup of X .
Proof. Clearly, CX (N ) = ker(ϕ). By [Che, Lemma 1.14], the kernel of a homomorphism
of partial groups is always a partial normal subgroup. 
We will now construct external semidirect products of partial groups. For that we
will work under the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 3.5. Let X and N be partial groups with products ΠX : D(X ) → X
and ΠN : D(N ) → N respectively. Assume that X acts on the partial group N via
ϕ : X → Aut(N ). So xϕ is an automorphism of N for every x ∈ X . By abuse of
notation, denote by xϕ also the corresponding map induced on the set of words in N :
xϕ : W(N )→W(N ), w = (f1, . . . , fn) 7→ w
xϕ = (fx
ϕ
1 , . . . , f
xϕ
n ).
Lemma 3.6. Assume Hypothesis 3.5. Then the following hold:
(a) For every w ∈ D(N ), we have wx
ϕ
∈ D(N ) and (ΠN (w))x
ϕ
= ΠN (w
xϕ).
(b) For every f ∈ N , we have (f−1)x
ϕ
= (fx
ϕ
)−1.
(c) If u, v ∈W(X ) with u ◦ v ∈ D(X ), then fΠ(u◦v)
ϕ
= (fΠ(u)
ϕ
)Π(v)
ϕ
.
Proof. As xϕ is an automorphism of N , property (a) follows from the definition of
a homomorphism of partial groups, whereas (b) follows from Lemma 2.15(a). As
ϕ : X → Aut(N ) is a homomorphism of partial groups, Lemma 2.15(b) gives that
(Π(u ◦ v))ϕ = ΠAut(N )(Π(u)
ϕ,Π(v)ϕ) is the composition of Π(u)ϕ with Π(v)ϕ. So
property (c) holds. 
Definition 3.7. Assume Hypothesis 3.5. If w = ((x1, f1), . . . , (xn, fn)) with xi ∈ X
and fi ∈ N , then we write
wX = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈W(X ).
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If wX ∈ D(X ), then set
wN = (f
(x2···xn)ϕ
1 , f
(x3···xn)ϕ
2 , . . . , f
x
ϕ
n
n−1, fn) ∈W(N ).
If w is the empty word, we mean here that wX and wN are also both equal to the
empty word.
In the definition above note that, if wX ∈ W(X ), then for each i = 1, . . . , n the
product ΠX (xi, xi+1, . . . , xn) = xixi+1 · · ·xn is defined by axiom (PG1) of a partial
group. Thus, the word wN is in this case well-defined.
Definition 3.8 (External semidirect product of partial groups). Assume Hypothe-
sis 3.5. The external semidirect product of X with N (via ϕ) is the triple (L,Π, (−)−1)
where
• L = {(x, f) | x ∈ X , f ∈ N};
• D(L) = {w ∈W(L) | wX ∈ D(X ) and wN ∈ D(N )};
• Π: D(L)→ L, w 7→ (ΠX (wX ),ΠN (wN )); and
• (−)−1 : L → L, (x, f) 7→ (x, f)−1 = (x−1, ((f−1)(x
−1)ϕ).
We write also X ⋉ϕ N instead of L.
The next goal will be to show that the external semidirect product forms a partial
group. We will need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.9. Assume Hypothesis 3.5. Let u, v ∈W(L). Then the following hold:
(a) (u ◦ v)X = uX ◦ vX . If (u ◦ v)X ∈ D(X ), then uX , vX ∈ D(X ) and (u ◦ v)N =
u
(ΠX (vX ))
ϕ
N ◦ vN ;
(b) (u−1)X = (uX )
−1 and (u−1 ◦ u)X = (uX )−1 ◦ uX . In particular, if (u−1 ◦ u)X ∈
D(X ), then uX ∈ D(X ) and (u−1 ◦ u)N = (uN )−1 ◦ uN .
Proof. Write u = ((x1, f1), . . . , (xn, fn)) and v = ((y1, g1), . . . , (ym, gm)) with xi, yi ∈ X
and fi, gi ∈ N . Clearly (u ◦ v)X = uX ◦ vX . Assume now that (u ◦ v)X ∈ D(X ). By
axiom (PG1) of a partial group, we have uX , vX ∈ D(X ). So (u ◦ v)N , uN and vN
are well-defined. To show the last part of (a), set y = ΠX (vX ) = y1y2 · · · ym. Using
Lemma 3.6(c) for the second equality, we see that
(u ◦ v)N = (f
(x2···xn·y1···ym)ϕ
1 , f
(x3···xn·y1···ym)ϕ
2 , . . . , f
(xn·y1···ym)ϕ
n−1 , f
(y1···ym)ϕ
n ) ◦ vN
= ((f
(x2···xn)ϕ
1 )
yϕ , (f
(x3···xn)ϕ
2 )
yϕ , . . . , (fx
ϕ
n
n−1)
yϕ , f y
ϕ
n ) ◦ vN
= uy
ϕ
N ◦ vN .
Notice that
u−1 = ((x−1n , (f
−1
n )
(x−1n )
ϕ
), . . . , (x−11 , (f
−1
1 )
(x−11 )
ϕ
)).
In particular, (u−1)X = (x
−1
n , . . . , x
−1
1 ) = (uX )
−1 and (u−1 ◦ u)X = (u−1)X ◦ uX =
(uX )
−1 ◦ uX . Assume now (u
−1 ◦ u)X ∈ D(X ). Then by axiom (PG1) of a partial
group, uX , (u
−1)X ∈ D(X ) and thus uN , (u−1)N are well-defined. Using Lemma 3.6(c),
it follows
(u−1)N = ((f
−1
n )
(x−1n x
−1
n−1···x
−1
1 )
ϕ
, (f−1n−1)
(x−1n−1x
−1
n−2···x
−1
1 )
ϕ
, . . . , (f−11 )
(x−11 )
ϕ
).
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Using Lemma 3.6(b),(c), we conclude
(u−1)
ΠX (uX )
N = (u
−1)
(x1x2···xn)ϕ
X = (f
−1
n , (f
−1
n−1)
x
ϕ
n , . . . , (f−11 )
(x2···xn)ϕ) = (uN )
−1.
So by part (a), (u−1 ◦ u)N = (u−1)
ΠX (uX )
N ◦ uN = (uN )
−1 ◦ uN . This completes the
proof. 
Lemma 3.10. If a partial group X acts on a partial group N via ϕ, then the external
semidirect product X ⋉ϕ N of X with N is a partial group.
Proof. Adopt the notation introduced in Hypothesis 3.5. We prove that the triple
(L,Π, (−)−1) defined in Definition 3.8 satisfies all the axioms of Definition 2.1. As
N and X are non-empty, L is non-empty. As usual, we regard elements of L, X or
N as words of length one. Then, for any (x, f) ∈ L, we have (x, f)X = x ∈ D(X )
and (x, f)N = f ∈ D(N ), which implies (x, f) ∈ D(L). Thus L ⊆ D(L). Also,
Π((x, f)) = (ΠX (x),ΠN (f)) = (x, f). So Π restricts to the identity map on L.
Let now u, v ∈ W(L) such that u ◦ v ∈ D(L). By the first part of Lemma 3.9(a)
we get uX , vX ∈ D(X ). Set y = ΠX (vX ). Using the second part of Lemma 3.9(a),
it follows then (u ◦ v)N = u
yϕ
N ◦ vN ∈ D(N ). Since N is a partial group we deduce
that uy
ϕ
N , vN ∈ D(N ) and since y
ϕ is an automorphism of N we also get uN ∈ D(N ).
Hence u, v ∈ D(L) by the definition of D(L). So we have shown that axioms (PG1)
and (PG2) of Definition 2.1 hold.
Let now u, v, w ∈W(L) such that u◦v◦w ∈ D(L). By what we have just shown, we
have u, v, w ∈ D(L). In particular, vX , wX ∈ D(X ). Set y = ΠX (vX ) and z = ΠX (wX ).
By Lemma 3.9(a) applied twice we get (u ◦ v ◦w)X = uX ◦ vX ◦wX and (u ◦ v ◦w)N =
u
(yz)ϕ
N ◦ v
zϕ
N ◦ wN (and all the terms in the latter equation are well-defined). So by
definition of D(L), we have uX ◦ vX ◦wX ∈ D(X ) and u
(yz)ϕ
N ◦ v
zϕ
N ◦wN ∈ D(N ). Since
X is a partial group, it follows
uX ◦ (y) ◦ wX ∈ D(X ) and ΠX (uX ◦ vX ◦ wX ) = Π(uX ◦ (y) ◦ wX ).
Similarly, since N is a partial group, we can conclude that
u
(yz)ϕ
N ◦ (ΠN (v
zϕ
N )) ◦ wN ∈ D(N )
and
Π(u
(yz)ϕ
N ◦ (ΠN (v
zϕ
N )) ◦ wN ) = Π(u
(yz)ϕ
N ◦ v
zϕ
N ◦ wN ).
Recall that v ∈ D(L). By definition of the product on L, we have Π(v) = (y,ΠN (vN )).
Using this and Lemma 3.9(a) twice we observe
(u ◦ (Π(v)) ◦ w)N = u
(yz)ϕ
N ◦ (ΠN (vN )
zϕ) ◦ wN = u
(yz)ϕ
N ◦ (ΠN (v
zϕ
N )) ◦ wN ∈ D(N ),
where the last equality uses Lemma 3.6(a) (i.e. the fact that zϕ is an automorphism of
N ). Recall also that (u◦(Π(v))◦w)X = uX ◦(y)◦wX ∈ D(X ). Hence u◦Π(v)◦w ∈ D(L)
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by definition of D(L). Also,
Π(u ◦ v ◦ w) = (ΠX (uX ◦ vX ◦ wX ),ΠN (u
(yz)ϕ
N ◦ v
zϕ
N ◦ wN ))
= (ΠX (uX ◦ (y) ◦ wX ),ΠN (u
(yz)ϕ
N ◦ (ΠN (v
zϕ
N )) ◦ wN ))
= (ΠX ((u ◦ (Π(v)) ◦ w)X ),ΠN ((u ◦ (Π(v)) ◦ w)N ))
= Π(u ◦ Π(v) ◦ w).
This shows axiom (PG3) in Definition 2.1.
To show the final axiom, suppose now u ∈ D(L), i.e. uN ∈ D(N ). By Lemma 3.9(b)
and the assumption that X and N are partial groups, we get (u−1 ◦ u)X = u
−1
X ◦ uX ∈
D(X ) and (u−1 ◦ u)N = u
−1
N ◦ uN ∈ D(N ). Moreover, ΠX (u
−1
X ◦ uX ) = 1X := ΠX (∅)
and ΠN (u
−1
N ◦ uN ) = 1N := ΠN (∅). Hence u
−1 ◦ u ∈ D(L) and
Π(u−1 ◦ u) = (ΠX (u
−1
X ◦ uX ),ΠN (u
−1
N ◦ uN )) = (1, 1) = (ΠX (∅),ΠN (∅)) = Π(∅) =: 1L .
Therefore the set L with the product Π and the inversion (−)−1 is a partial group. 
Remark 3.11. • If X and N are groups and we regard X and N as partial
groups in the natural way, then the group automorphisms of N are precisely
the automorphisms of the partial group N . Moreover, a map ϕ : X → Aut(N )
is a homomorphism of partial groups if and only if ϕ is a homomorphism of
groups. If so, then X ⋉ϕ N is the usual external semidirect product of groups.
• If X and N are partial groups and ϕ : X → Aut(N ) maps every element of X
to the identity, then ϕ is a homomorphism of partial groups and the external
semidirect product X ⋉ϕ N is the same as the external direct product X ×N
of partial groups as introduced in [Hen17].
Similarly as in the case of external semidirect products of groups, X and N can be
identified with partial subgroups of the external semidirect product X ⋉ϕ N . More
generally this holds for partial subgroups Y and M of X and N respectively. We will
use the following notation.
Notation 3.12. Assume Hypothesis 3.5 and suppose L = X ⋉ϕ N . For every partial
subgroup Y of X and every partial subgroup M of N we set
(Y ,M) = {(y,m) ∈ L | y ∈ Y , m ∈M}.
Note that (Y ,M) is actually the same as the Cartesian product of Y andM, which
is usually denoted by Y×M. However, we wish to avoid this notation as it would lead
to confusion with our notation of the direct product Y ×M of partial groups.
Following the usual notation for (binary) groups, we write 1 for the partial subgroup
{1} of any partial group with identity 1; note that this is a partial subgroup by
Lemma 2.2(e). In particular, (Y , 1) and (1,M) are defined.
Lemma 3.13. Assume Hypothesis 3.5 and suppose L = X ⋉ϕ N . Let Y be a partial
subgroup of X and let M be a partial subgroup of N . Then the following hold:
(a) If Y ⊆ NX (M), then (Y ,M) is a partial subgroup of L;
(b) (Y , 1) is a partial subgroup of L;
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(c) (1,M) is a partial subgroup of L.
(d) The maps α : Y → (Y , 1), y 7→ (y, 1) and M → (1,M), m 7→ (1, m) are
isomorphisms of partial groups.
Proof. (a) Suppose Y ⊆ CX (M). Using the definition of D(L), we get that, for
any word w = ((y1, m1), . . . , (yk, mk)) ∈ D(L) ∩ W((Y ,M)) with y1, . . . , yk ∈ Y
and m1, . . . , mk ∈ M, we have wX = (y1, . . . , ym) ∈ D(X ) ∩ W(Y) and wN =
(m
(y2···yk)
ϕ
1 , m
(y3···yk)
ϕ
2 , . . . , m
y
ϕ
k
k−1, mk) ∈ D(N )∩W(M), as Y is a partial subgroup of X
with Y ⊆ NX (M). So by definition of Π, we have Π(w) = (ΠX (wX ),ΠN (wN )) ∈
(Y ,M) as Y and M are partial subgroups. Moreover, if (y,m) ∈ (Y ,M) with
y ∈ Y and m ∈ M, then y−1 ∈ Y and m−1 ∈ M. Thus (m−1)(y
−1)ϕ = m−1 and
(y,m)−1 = (y−1, m−1) ∈ (Y ,M). This proves (a). Properties (b) and (c) follow from
(a).
(d) Note that α and β are clearly bijective. Let u = (y1, . . . , yk) ∈ W(Y). Then
uα = ((y1, 1), . . . , (yk, 1)), so (u
α)X = (y1, . . . , yk) = u. Moreover, if (u
α)X = u ∈ D(X )
so that (uα)N is well-defined, then (u
α)N = (1, . . . , 1) by Lemma 2.15(c). Hence, by
Lemma 2.2(e), we have then (uα)N ∈ D(N ) and ΠN ((uα)N ) = 1. So by (SD3),
u ∈ D(X ) if and only if uα ∈ D(L). Hence, u ∈ D(Y) = D(X ) ∩ W(Y) if
and only if uα ∈ D((Y , 1)) = D(L) ∩W((Y , 1)). Since α is bijective, this shows
D(Y)α = D((Y , 1)). Moreover, if u ∈ D(Y), then Π(uα) = (ΠX ((uα)X ),ΠN ((uα)N )) =
(ΠX (u), 1) = ΠX (u)
α. This proves that α is an isomorphism of partial groups. Similar
arguments show that β is an isomorphism of partial groups. 
4. Internal semidirect products of partial groups
Definition 4.1 (Internal semidirect products of partial groups). Let L be a partial
group, let X and N be a partial subgroups of L. Assume
(SD1) X ⊆ NL(N );
(SD2) for every g ∈ L there is a unique x ∈ X and a unique n ∈ N such that
(x, n) ∈ D(L) and g = Π(x, n);
For every word w = (Π(x1, n1), . . . ,Π(xk, nk)) ∈ W(L) with x1, . . . , xk ∈ X and
n1, . . . , nk ∈ N set wX := (x1, . . . , xk). Moreover, if wX ∈ D(L), set
wN := (n
Π(x2,...,xk)
1 , n
Π(x3,...,xk)
2 , . . . , nk).
We say that L is the internal semidirect product of X with N if in addition to (SD1)
and (SD2) the following property holds:
(SD3) For every word w ∈ W(L) we have w ∈ D(L) if and only if wX ∈ D(L) and
wN ∈ D(L); and in this case
Π(w) = Π(Π(wX ),Π(wN )).
Remark 4.2. (a) If L is the internal semidirect product of X with N , and X and
N are subgroups, then L is by (SD3) a group. Indeed, L is the internal semidi-
rect product of groups in the usual definition; to see this use Lemma 4.3(b),(d)
below.
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(b) The internal direct product of partial groups as defined in [Hen17] is a special
case of the internal semidirect product as defined above. For, if L is the internal
direct product of X and N , then by [Hen17, Lemma 6.3], X ⊆ CL(N ) and so
in particular (SD1) holds. Moreover, if X and N are partial subgroups of L
with X ⊆ CL(N ), then (SD2) and (SD3) are equivalent to saying that L is the
internal direct product of X and N as defined in [Hen17, Definition 6.1].
Lemma 4.3. Let L be the internal semidirect product of X with N . Then
(a) (x, n), (n, x) ∈ D(L) for every x ∈ X and every n ∈ N ; and
(b) L = XN and X ∩N = 1.
(c) If x ∈ X and n ∈ N , then
Π(x, n)−1 = Π(x−1, (n−1)x
−1
) and Π(n, x) = Π(x, nx).
(d) N is a partial normal subgroup of L.
Proof. (a) Since X ⊆ NL(N ), for every n ∈ N and every y ∈ X we have (y−1, n, y) ∈
D(L). Thus (y−1, n), (n, y) ∈ D(L). Every element x ∈ X can be written as x =
(x−1)−1, where x−1 ∈ X since X is a partial subgroup. Therefore, for every x ∈ X we
get (x, n), (n, x) ∈ D(L).
(b) By Axiom (SD2) in Definition 4.1, we get L = XN . Suppose g ∈ X ∩N . Then
g = Π(g, 1) = Π(1, g). Since every element of L can be written in a unique way as
a product of an element in X and an element in N we deduce that g = 1. Hence
X ∩N = 1.
(c) Let x ∈ X and n ∈ N . As X ⊆ NL(N ), we have (x−1, n, x) ∈ D(L). So by
Lemma 2.2(b), we have w := (x, x−1, n, x) ∈ D(L). So by axiom (PG3), Π(n, x) =
Π(w) = Π(x, nx). Applying this property with (n−1, x−1) in place of (n, x) and using
Lemma 2.2(g), we obtain Π(x, n)−1 = Π(n−1, x−1) = Π(x−1, (n−1)x
−1
).
(d) Let m ∈ N and g ∈ L with w := (g−1, m, g) ∈ D(L). We need to show that
mg ∈ N . By (SD2), there is x ∈ X and n ∈ N such that g = Π(x, n). By (c),
g−1 = Π(x−1, (n−1)x
−1
). Moreover, m = Π(1, m) with 1 ∈ X . As w ∈ D(L), we have
wX , wN ∈ D(L) and Π(w) = Π(Π(wX ),Π(wX )) by Axiom (SD3). By Lemma 2.2(f),
we have Π(wX ) = 1. Note also that Π(wN ) ∈ N , as N is a partial subgroup. Hence,
mg = Π(w) = Π(1,Π(wN )) = Π(wN ) ∈ N . This proves (d). 
We show next that external semidirect products of partial groups provide natural
examples of internal semidirect products.
Theorem 4.4. If X and N are partial groups and ϕ : X → Aut(N ) is a homo-
morphism of partial groups, then the semidirect product L = X ⋉ϕ N is the inter-
nal semidirect product of (X , 1) with (1,N ). Moreover, (1, n)(x,1) = (1, nx
ϕ
) and
(x, 1)(1, n) = (x, n) for all x ∈ X , n ∈ N .
Proof. First notice that (X , 1) and (1,N ) are partial subgroups of L by Lemma
3.13(b),(c). Let x ∈ X and n ∈ N . Set s := ((x, 1)−1, (1, n), (x, 1)). Note that
(x, 1)−1 = (x−1, 1) and
sX = (x
−1, 1, x) and sN = (1, n
xϕ, 1).
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By axioms (PG1),(PG2) and Lemma 2.2(d), we have sN ∈ D(N ) with ΠN (sN ) =
nx
ϕ
. Moreover, by Lemma 2.2(f), we have sX ∈ D(X ) with ΠX (sX ) = 1. Thus,
s ∈ D(L) and (1, n)(x,1) = Π(s) = (ΠX (sX ),ΠN (sN )) = (1, n
xϕ). In particular,
(X , 1) ⊆ NL((1,N )).
Using axiom (PG1) and Lemma 2.2(d) observe that, for every x ∈ X and every
n ∈ N , we have t := ((x, 1), (1, n)) ∈ D(L), since tX := (x, 1) ∈ D(X ) and tN :=
(1, n) ∈ D(N ), and that moreover Π((x, 1), (1, n)) = Π(t) = (Π(tX ),Π(tN )) = (x, n).
It follows that every element of L can be written in a unique way as a product of an
element in (X , 1) and an element in (1,N ).
Let w = ((x1, n1), . . . , (xk, nk)) ∈ W(L) with x1, . . . , xk ∈ X and n1, . . . , nk ∈ N .
Using the notation introduced in Definition 4.1 set
u := w(X ,1) = ((x1, 1), . . . , (xk, 1)).
Now using the notation introduced in Definition 3.7, we have uX = (x1, . . . , xk) = wX
and (if uX ∈ D(X ) and thus uN is defined) uN := (1, . . . , 1) ∈ D(N ) by Lemma 2.2(e).
So by definition of D(L), we have wX ∈ D(X ) if and only if u = w(X ,1) ∈ D(L). If so,
then again using the notation introduced in Definition 4.1,
v := w(1,N ) := ((1, n1)
Π((x2,1),...,(xk,1)), (1, n2)
Π((x3,1),...,(xk,1)), . . . , (1, nk)) ∈W(L).
By the property we proved above, we have v = ((1, n
(x2...xk)
ϕ
1 ), (1, n
(x3...xk)
ϕ
2 ), . . . , (1, nk)).
So vX = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ D(X ) by Lemma 2.2(e), and
wN = (n
(x2...xk)
ϕ
1 , n
(x3...xk)
ϕ
2 , . . . , nk) = vN .
So, by definition of D(L), we have wN ∈ D(N ) if and only if v = w(1,N ) ∈ D(L).
Altogether, as w ∈ D(L) if and only wX ∈ D(X ) and wN ∈ D(N ), it follows that
w ∈ D(L) if and only if u = w(X ,1) ∈ D(L) and v = w(1,N ) ∈ D(L). Moreover, if this
is the case, we have
Π(w) = (ΠX (wX ),ΠN (wN ))
= Π((ΠX (wX ), 1), (1,ΠN (wN )))
= Π((ΠX (uX ),Π(uN )), (Π(vX ),ΠN (vN )))
= Π(Π(u),Π(v))
= Π(Π(w(X ,1)),Π(w(1,N ))),
where the third equality uses Lemma 2.2(e). This proves that L is the internal semidi-
rect product of (X , 1) with (1,N ). 
We will now show that internal semidirect products also lead to external semidirect
products. More precisely, given a partial group L which is an internal semidirect
product of a partial subgroup X with a partial subgroup N , we show that X acts on
N via conjugation.
Lemma 4.5. Let X and N be partial subgroups of a partial group L such that L is
the internal semidirect product of X with N . Then for every x ∈ X the map cx : N →
N , n 7→ nx is well-defined and an automorphism of the partial group N . Moreover,
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ϕ : X → Aut(N ), x 7→ cx is a homomorphism of partial groups. In particular, for all
x, y ∈ X and n ∈ N , we have (nx)y = nxy.
Proof. Note that N is a partial group with product defined onD(N ) := D(L)∩W(N ).
Let u = (n1, . . . , nk) ∈ D(N ), x ∈ X and set
w := (x−1, n1, x, x
−1, n2, x, . . . , x
−1, nk, x).
Note that cx is well-defined by (SD1). By abuse of notation, we also write cx for the
induced map on words in N ; in particular ucx = (ncx1 , . . . , n
cx
k ). We show first that cx is
a homomorphism of partial groups by proving that ucx ∈ D(L) and Π(ucx) = Π(u)cx.
As a first step, we prove that w ∈ D(L). Note that, x = Π(x, 1) and x−1 = Π(x−1, 1)
where 1 ∈ N . Similarly, for every n ∈ N , we have n = Π(1, n) with 1 ∈ X . So we
conclude
wX = (x
−1, 1, x, x−1, 1, x, . . . , x−1, 1, x) and wN = (1, n1, 1, 1, n2, 1, . . . , 1, nk, 1).
By Lemma 2.2(f), we have wX ∈ D(L), and by part (d) of the same lemma, wN ∈ D(L).
Hence, by (SD3), we have
w ∈ D(L).
Using axiom (PG3) several times, we conclude ucx = (nx1 , n
x
2 , . . . , n
x
k) ∈ D(L) and
Π(ucx) = Π(w) = Π(x−1, n1, . . . , nk, x) = Π(x
−1,Π(u), x) = Π(u)x = Π(u)cx . This
proves that cx is a homomorphism of partial groups from N to N . As x ∈ X was
arbitrary, it follows that cx−1 is also a homomorphism of partial groups from N to N .
By [Che, Lemma 1.6(c)], cx is bijective with (cx)
−1 = cx−1. This implies that cx is an
automorphism of N .
Thus, we know now that the map ϕ : X → Aut(N ), x 7→ cx is well-defined. It remains
to show that ϕ is a homomorphism of partial groups. Note that X forms a partial group
with product defined on D(X ) := D(L) ∩W(X ). Let v = (x1, . . . , xl) ∈ D(X ). As
Aut(N ) is a group, vϕ := (xϕ1 , . . . , x
ϕ
l ) = (cx1 , . . . , cxl) is in the domain W(Aut(N )) of
the naturally defined multivariable product ΠAut(N ) on Aut(N ). So it remains only to
show that ΠAut(N )(v
ϕ) = Π(v)ϕ, i.e. that cx1cx2 · · · cxl = cΠ(v). Let n ∈ N and set
w∗ = (x−1l , . . . , x
−1
1 , n, x1, . . . , xl) = v
−1 ◦ (n) ◦ v.
Then w∗X = (x
−1
l , . . . , x
−1
1 , 1, x1, . . . , xl) = v
−1 ◦ (1)◦ v and w∗N = (1, . . . , 1, n, 1, . . . , 1).
Using Lemma 2.2(d) as well as axioms (PG4) and (PG1) of a partial group, we see that
w∗X ∈ D(L) and w
∗
N ∈ D(L). Hence, w
∗ ∈ D(L) by (SD3). By [Che, Lemma 1.4(f)],
we have Π(v−1) = Π(v)−1. Using axiom (PG3) several times, we conclude ncx1cx2 ···cxl =
Π(w∗) = Π(Π(v−1), n,Π(v)) = Π(Π(v)−1, n,Π(v)) = nΠ(v) = ncΠ(v). As n ∈ N was
arbitrary, this shows cx1cx2 · · · cxl = cΠ(v) as required. Thus, the proof is complete. 
Corollary 4.6. Suppose L is the internal semidirect product of a partial subgroup X
with a partial subgroup N . Then CX (N ) is a partial normal subgroup of X .
Proof. By Lemma 4.5, the map ϕ : X → Aut(N ), x 7→ cx is a homomorphism of
partial groups, i.e. X acts on N via ϕ. So by Lemma 3.4, CX (N ) := {x ∈ X : nx =
n for all n ∈ N} = CϕX (N ) is a partial normal subgroup of X . 
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Lemma 4.5 means that, given a partial group L which is an internal semidirect
product of a partial subgroup X with a partial subgroup N , it is indeed true that X
acts on N in the sense of Definition 3.1. Thus, we are in a situation where we can
also form the external semidirect product of X with N . The next goal will be to show
that such an external semidirect product will be isomorphic to L. We will need the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.7. Let L and L′ be partial groups which are internal semidirect products of
X with N and of X ′ with N ′, respectively. Suppose that there exist isomorphisms of
partial groups α : X → X ′ and β : N → N ′ such that
(nβ)x
α
= (nx)β for every x ∈ X and every n ∈ N .
Then the mapping
ϕ : L −→ L′ defined by Π(x, n) 7→ Π′(xα, nβ) for all x ∈ X , n ∈ N
is an isomorphism of partial groups.
Proof. Note that for every x ∈ X and n ∈ N we have (xα, nβ) ∈ D(L′) by Lemma 4.3(a).
This fact together with (SD2) guarantees that the mapping ϕ is well defined. It’s also
clear that ϕ is bijective. By Lemma 2.16, α−1 and β−1 are isomorphisms of partial
groups, and ϕ is an isomorphism if ϕ and ϕ−1 are homomorphisms or partial groups.
Note that ϕ−1 is the map
ϕ−1 : L′ −→ L, Π(x′, n′) 7→ Π((x′)α
−1
, (n′)β
−1
).
Moreover, if x′ ∈ X ′ and n′ ∈ N ′, then x = (x′)α
−1
∈ X and n = (n′)β
−1
∈ N , so by
assumption (nx)β = (nβ)x
α
= (n′)x
′
. Hence,
((n′)β
−1
)(x
′)α
−1
= nx = ((n′)x
′
)β
−1
.
So it is enough to show that ϕ is a homomorphism of partial groups, as it will then follow
similarly with α−1, β−1 and ϕ−1 in the roles of α, β and ϕ that ϕ−1 is a homomorphism
of partial groups. To prove that ϕ is a homomorphism of partial groups, let
w = (Π(x1, n1), . . . ,Π(xk, nk)) ∈ D(L)
with x1, . . . , xk ∈ X and n1, . . . , nk ∈ N . Recall from Definition 4.1 that
wX = (x1, . . . , xk) and wN := (n
Π(x2,...,xk)
1 , . . . , n
xk
k−1, nk).
Here, as w ∈ D(L), wX is an element of D(L) by (SD3) and thus wN is well-defined.
Moreover, again by (SD3), we have wN ∈ D(L). As wX ∈ D(L) ∩W(X ) = D(X ), we
have (xi+1, xi+2, . . . , xk) ∈ D(X ) for i = 1, . . . , k−1 and thus, as α is a homomorphism
of partial groups, (xαi+1, x
α
i+2, . . . , x
α
k ) ∈ D(X
′). Define
v := ((nβ1 )
Π′(xα2 ,...,x
α
k
), . . . , (nβk−1)
xα
k , nβk) ∈W(N
′).
Step 1: We show that v = (wN )
β. By assumption, for every n ∈ N and x ∈ X , we
have (nx)β = (nβ)x
α
. Moreover, for every i = 1, . . . , k−1, we have Π′(xαi+1, x
α
i+2, . . . , x
α
k ) =
Π(xi+1, xi+2, . . . , xk)
α as wX ∈ D(X ) and α is a homomorphism of partial groups.
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Hence, it follows that (n
Π(xi+1,...,xk)
i )
β = (nβi )
Π(xi+1,xi+2,...,xk)
α
= (nβi )
Π′(xαi+1,x
α
i+2,...,x
α
k
) for
all i = 1, . . . , k − 1. This implies (wN )β = v.
Step 2: We show (wϕ)N ′ = v = (wN )
β, (wϕ)X ′ = (wX )
α and wϕ ∈ D(L′). As
w ∈ D(L) was arbitrary, this shows D(L)ϕ ⊆ D(L′).
Recall first that, by Step 1, we have v = (wN )
β. Moreover, as remarked above,
wN ∈ D(L) and thus wN ∈ D(L) ∩ W(N ) = D(N ). Since β is a homomor-
phism of partial groups we deduce that v ∈ D(N ′) = D(L′) ∩W(N ′). Note that
wϕ = (Π′(xα1 , n
β
1 ), . . . ,Π
′(xαk , n
β
k)) and so (using again the notation introduced in Defini-
tion 4.1) (wϕ)N ′ = v ∈ D(L′). Observe also that (wϕ)X ′ = (xα1 , . . . , x
α
k ) = (x1, . . . , xk)
α =
(wX )
α ∈ D(X ′) ⊆ D(L′) as wX ∈ D(X ) and α : X → X ′ is a homomorphism of partial
groups. So using (SD3), we conclude that wϕ ∈ D(L′).
Step 3: We complete the proof that ϕ is a homomorphism of partial groups by
showing that Π′(wϕ) = Π(w)ϕ. By Step 2, we have (wϕ)X ′ = (wX )
α and (wϕ)N ′ = v =
(wN )
β . We conclude
Π′(wϕ) = Π′(Π′((wϕ)X ′),Π
′((wϕ)N ′))
= Π′(Π′((wX )
α),Π′((wN )
β))
= Π′(Π(wX )
α,Π(wN )
β)
= Π(Π(wX ),Π(wN ))
ϕ
= Π(w)ϕ,
where the first and last equality use that (SD3) holds in L′ and L respectively, and the
third equality uses that α and β are homomorphisms of partial groups. So Π(w)ϕ =
Π′(wϕ). As w was arbitrary, this completes the proof that ϕ is an isomorphism of
partial groups. 
Theorem 4.8. Let L be the internal semidirect product of X with N . Then L is
isomorphic to L′ = X ⋉ϕ N , where the action ϕ : X → Aut(N ), x 7→ cx is the map
defined in Lemma 4.5.
Proof. By Theorem 4.4, the partial group L′ is the internal semidirect product of (X , 1)
with (1,N ). Consider the natural embeddings α : X →֒ (X , 1) and β : N →֒ (1,N )
which are by Lemma 3.13(d) isomorphisms of partial groups. If n ∈ N and x ∈ X then
(nβ)x
α
= (1, n)(x,1) = (1, nx) = (nx)β, where the second equality uses the formula given
in Theorem 4.4 and the fact that nx
ϕ
= nx by definition of ϕ. Therefore, by Lemma
4.7, we conclude that L and L′ are isomorphic as partial groups. 
The following lemma can be seen as a version of Lemma 3.13(a) for internal semidi-
rect products.
Lemma 4.9. Let L be a partial group which is the internal semidirect product of a
partial subgroup X with a partial subgroup N . Let Y be a partial subgroup of X and
M be a partial subgroup of N such that Y ⊆ NX (M). Then YM is a partial subgroup
of L.
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Proof. If w = (f1, . . . , fk) ∈ W(YM) ∩ D(L) then for all i = 1, . . . , k, we can write
fi = Π(yi, mi) for some yi ∈ Y and somemi ∈ M. By (SD3), wX = (y1, . . . , yk) ∈ D(L)
and wN = (m
Π(y2,...,yk)
1 , m
Π(y3,...,yk)
2 , . . . , m
yk
k−1, mk) ∈ D(L). Note that wX ∈W(Y) and
wN ∈ W(M) as Y is a partial subgroup of X normalizing M. Since Y and M are
partial subgroups, it follows Π(wX ) ∈ Y and Π(wN ) ∈ M. So by (SD3), we have
Π(w) = Π(Π(wX ),Π(wN )) ∈ YM. 
We next state some calculation rules for computing in internal semidirect products
of partial groups.
Lemma 4.10. Let L be a partial group which is an internal semidirect product of a
partial subgroup X with a partial subgroup N . Fix x, y ∈ X and m,n ∈ N . Assume
y ∈ CX (N ). Then the following hold:
(a) We have ym ∈ D(xn) if and only if y ∈ D(x) and mx ∈ D(n). Moreover, if
so, then (ym)xn = yx(mx)n.
(b) We have ym ∈ D(nx) if and only if y ∈ D(x) and m ∈ D(n). Moreover, if so,
then (ym)nx = yx(mn)x.
Proof. Throughout this proof, we will use without further reference that, by Lemma 4.5,
(ax1)x2 = ax1x2 for all a ∈ N and x1, x2 ∈ X . Set g := ym.
For the proof of (a) set f = xn. Note that, by Lemma 4.3(c), we have f−1 =
Π(x−1, (n−1)x
−1
). Set u := (f−1, g, f). By (SD3), we have u ∈ D(L) if and only if
uX = (x
−1, y, x) ∈ D(L) and uN = ((n−1)x
−1yx, mx, n) = ((n−1)y
x
, mx, n) ∈ D(L);
moreover, if so, then gf = Π(u) = Π(Π(uX ),Π(uN )). As y ∈ CX (N ), it follows from
Corollary 4.6 that yx ∈ CX (N ) and hence (if uX ∈ D(L) and thus uN is well-defined),
we have uN = (n
−1, mx, n). Thus, g ∈ D(f) if and only if y ∈ D(x) and mx ∈ D(n).
Moreover, if this is the case, then gf = Π(u) = Π(Π(uX ),Π(uN )) = Π(y
x, (mx)n). This
shows (a).
For the proof of (b) set h = nx. Then by Lemma 4.3(c), h = xnx. Moreover,
by Lemma 2.2(g), we have h−1 = x−1n−1. Set v := (h−1, g, h). By (SD3), we have
v ∈ D(L) if and only if vX = (x−1, y, x) ∈ D(L) and uN = ((n−1)yx, mx, nx) ∈ D(L);
moreover, if so, then gh = Π(u) = Π(Π(uX ),Π(uN )).
Suppose for a moment that vX ∈ D(L) so that vN is defined. Then we have
vN = ((n
−1)x, mx, nx) as y ∈ CX (N ). Moreover, as cx is an automorphism of N
by Lemma 4.5, we have vN ∈ D(L) if and only if (n−1, m, n) ∈ D(L); if so, then
Π(vN ) = Π((n
−1, m, n)c∗x) = Π(n
−1, m, n)cx = (m
n)x.
Putting everything together, we have v ∈ D(L) if and only if vX = (x−1, y, x) ∈ D(L)
and (n−1, m, n) ∈ D(L). Moreover, if so then gh = Π(v) = Π(Π(vX ),Π(vN )) =
Π(yx, (mn)x). This implies (b). 
Corollary 4.11. Let L be a partial group which is the internal semidirect product of a
partial subgroup X with a partial subgroup N . If M⊆ N is a partial normal subgroup
of L, then CX (N )M is a partial normal subgroup of L. In particular, CX (N ) and
CX (N )N are partial normal subgroups of L.
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Proof. By Corollary 4.6, CX (N ) is a partial normal subgroup of X . In particular,
CX (N ) is a partial subgroup with CX (N ) ⊆ NX (M). So by Lemma 4.9, CX (N )M is
a partial subgroup. If x ∈ X , y ∈ CX (N ), n ∈ N and m ∈M with ym ∈ D(xn), then
by Lemma 4.10(a), y ∈ D(x), mx ∈ D(n) and (ym)xn = yx(mx)n. As y ∈ CX (N )✂X ,
we have yx ∈ CX (N ). SinceM is a partial normal subgroup of L, we have (mx)n ∈M.
Hence, (ym)xn ∈ CX (N )M. This proves that CX (N )M is a partial normal subgroup.
Applying this property for M = {1} and M = N (and using Lemma 4.3(d) in the
latter case), we conclude that CX (N ) and CX (N )N are partial normal subgroups of
L. 
Corollary 4.12. Suppose L is the internal semidirect product of a partial subgroup X
with a partial subgroup N . Let n,m ∈ N and x ∈ X .
(a) We have m ∈ D(xn) if and only if mx ∈ D(n). If so, then (mx)n = mxn.
(b) We have m ∈ D(n) if and only if m ∈ D(nx). If so, then (mn)x = mnx.
(c) We have mx
−1
∈ D(n) if and only if m ∈ D(nx). If so, then mn
x
= ((mx
−1
)n)x.
Proof. Note that 1 ∈ D(x) with 1x = 1. So properties (a) and (b) follow from
Lemma 4.10(a),(b) applied with y = 1 ∈ CX (N ).
As X ⊆ NL(N ), Lemma 2.2(b) gives (x−1, n, x, x−1) ∈ D(L). Thus, by (PG3),
nxx−1 = Π(x−1, n, x, x−1) = x−1n. By (a), we have mx
−1
∈ D(n) if and only if
m ∈ D(x−1n) = D(nxx−1). By (b), this is the case if and only ifm ∈ D(nx). Moreover,
if these equivalent conditions hold, we have (mn
x
)x
−1 (b)
= mn
xx−1 = mx
−1n (a)= (mx
−1
)n.
Conjugating this equation with x and using Lemma 4.5, one obtainsmn
x
= ((mx
−1
)n)x.
This proves (c). 
In the next section, we will prove that, under certain sufficient conditions, we can
construct a locality structure on partial groups which are internal or external semidirect
products. The following lemma is a crucial preliminary step.
Lemma 4.13. Let L be the internal semidirect product of a partial subgroup X with
a partial subgroup N . Suppose SX is a subgroup of X and T is a subgroup of N such
that SX ⊆ NL(T ).
(a) SXT := {Π(s, t) : s ∈ SX and t ∈ T} is a subgroup of L which (as a binary
group) is the semidirect product of SX with T in the usual group theoretical
sense.
(b) If SX and T are p-subgroups, then SXT is a p-subgroup.
(c) If SX is a maximal p-subgroup of X and T is a maximal p-subgroup of N , then
SXT is a maximal p-subgroup of L.
Proof. Let w ∈ W(SXT ). Then every entry of w is of the form Π(s, t) with s ∈ SX
and t ∈ T . Hence, wX ∈ W(S) ⊆ D(L) with Π(wX ) ∈ SX , as SX is a subgroup of
X . In particular, wN is defined. As SX ⊆ NL(T ), one sees easily that wN ∈ W(T ).
So as T is a subgroup of N , we have wN ∈ D(L) and Π(wN ) ∈ T . Hence, by (SD3),
w ∈ D(L) and Π(w) = Π(Π(wX ),Π(wN )) ∈ SXT . This proves that SXT is a subgroup
of L. As SX and T are clearly both contained in SXT , it follows now that SXT
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is also the product of its subgroups SX and T in the usual group theoretical sense.
Furthermore, as SX ⊆ NL(T ), we have that T is normal in SXT . By Lemma 4.3(b),
we have SX ∩ T ⊆ X ∩ N = {1}. This shows (a), and property (b) follows directly
from (a).
For the proof of (c) assume now that SX is a maximal p-subgroup of X and T is a
maximal p-subgroup of N . Let furthermore SXT ⊆ P for some p-subgroup P of L. By
(a), it is enough to show that SXT = P . Set
PX := {x ∈ X : ∃n ∈ N such that (x, n) ∈ D and Π(x, n) ∈ P}.
Step 1: We show that PX is a subgroup of X . Let u = (x1, . . . , xk) ∈W(PX ). Then
by definition of PX , there exist n1, . . . , nk ∈ N with Π(xi, ni) ∈ P for i = 1, . . . , k.
Hence, w := (Π(x1, n1), . . . ,Π(xk, nk)) ∈ W(P ) ⊆ D(L) with Π(w) ∈ P , as P is a
subgroup of L. Thus, by (SD3), u = wX ∈ D(L), wN ∈ D(L) and Π(Π(u),Π(wN )) =
Π(Π(wX ),Π(wN )) = Π(w) ∈ P with Π(wN ) ∈ N . So by definition of PX , we have
Π(u) ∈ PX .
Step 2: We show that PX = SX . To see this note first that SX ⊆ PX , since for every
s ∈ SX , we have (s, 1) ∈ D(L) and Π(s, 1) ∈ SXT ⊆ P with 1 ∈ N . Hence, as SX is
a maximal p-subgroup of X , it is enough to show that PX is a p-subgroup of X . By
Step 1, PX is a subgroup of X . Define now
ϕ : P → PX ,Π(x, n) 7→ x for all x ∈ X , n ∈ N with Π(x, n) ∈ P.
Notice that ϕ is well-defined by (SD2) and surjective by definition of PX . We show now
that ϕ is a homomorphism of groups. For that let f1, f2 ∈ P and write fi = Π(xi, ni)
with xi ∈ X and ni ∈ N for i = 1, 2. As P is a subgroup, v := (f1, f2) ∈ D(L). So
by (SD3), vX = (x1, x2) = D(L), vN is well-defined and an element of W(N ) ∩D(L),
and f1f2 = Π(v) = Π(x1x2,Π(vN )). Hence, ϕ(f1f2) = x1x2 = ϕ(f1)ϕ(f2). So ϕ is a
surjective group homomorphism. As P is a p-group, it follows that PX is a p-group as
well. As argued above, this yields that SX = PX .
Step 3: We complete the proof. Observe that by (SD2) and definition of PX , we have
P ⊆ PXN . So using Step 2, we conclude SX ⊆ SXT ⊆ P ⊆ SXN . Hence, by the
Dedekind Lemma [Hen15, 2.1], we have P = SX (P ∩ N ). Notice that T ⊆ P ∩ N .
Moreover, P ∩ N is a subgroup of the p-group P , and thus a p-subgroup of N . As T
is a maximal p-subgroup of N , it follows thus that T = P ∩ N . Hence, P = SXT as
required. 
5. Semidirect products of localities
In the next subsection, we will show that, under certain sufficient conditions which
are made precise in Hypothesis 5.1 below, we can endow a partial group, which is
an internal semidirect product of two partial subgroups, with a locality structure.
This will motivate definitions of internal and external semidirect products of localities
which we give in Subsection 5.2. Moreover, given that an external semidirect product
of two partial groups is by Theorem 4.4 also an internal semidirect product of partial
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subgroups, the results we prove in Subsection 5.1 will imply that external semidirect
products of localities (as we will define them) form indeed localities.
5.1. Constructing localities.
Hypothesis 5.1. Let L be a partial group which is the internal semidirect product
of a partial subgroup X with a partial subgroup N . Assume that for appropriate SX ,
T , ∆X and Γ, the triples (X ,∆X , SX ) and (N ,Γ, T ) form localities and X leaves Γ
invariant, i.e. Rx ∈ Γ for every R ∈ Γ and x ∈ X . Suppose furthermore
(∗) Q ∩ CX (N ) ∈ ∆X for all Q ∈ ∆X .
Set S := SXT and notice that S is a p-subgroup of L by Lemma 4.13. For P ≤ S
define
PX := {s ∈ CSX (N ) : ∃t ∈ T such that st ∈ P}
and
PN := {t ∈ T : ∃s ∈ CSX (N ) such that st ∈ P}.
Define the following sets of subgroups of S:
• Write ∆0 for the set of all subgroups of S of the form QR where Q ∈ ∆X , R ∈ Γ
and Q ⊆ CX (N ).
• Write ∆ for the set of all subgroups P of S which contain an element of ∆0.
• Write ∆+ for the set of all subgroups P of S such that PX ∈ ∆X and PN ∈ Γ.
Lemma 5.2. Assume Hypothesis 5.1 and let P ≤ S. Then the following hold:
(a) P ∩ CSX (N ) ≤ PX and (P ∩ X )X = P ∩ CSX (N ).
(b) P ∩ N ≤ PN and (P ∩ N )N = P ∩N .
(c) S0 := CSX (N )T = (CX (N )N ) ∩ S is strongly closed in FS(L). Moreover,
(P ∩ S0)X = PX and (P ∩ S0)N = PN . In particular, P ∈ ∆+ if and only if
P ∩ S0 ∈ ∆
+.
Proof. Properties (a) and (b) are easy to check. For (c) note first that, by (SD2), every
element of S = SXT can be written uniquely as a product of an element of X with
an element of N . This implies (CX (N )N ) ∩ S = CSX (N )T = S0. By Lemma 4.11,
CX (N )N is normal in L, and from that one sees easily that S0 is strongly closed in
FS(L). One verifies directly from the definitions of PX and PN that the second part
of (c) holds. 
Lemma 5.3. Assume Hypothesis 5.1. Let R ∈ Γ and Q ∈ ∆X such that Q ⊆ CX (N ).
Let f = Π(x, n) ∈ L with x ∈ X and n ∈ N . Then QR ⊆ Sf if and only if Q ⊆ Sx
and Rx ⊆ Sn. Moreover, if so, then we have Qx ∈ ∆X , (Rx)n ∈ Γ, Qx ⊆ CX (N ), and
(QR)f = Qx(Rx)n ∈ ∆0. In particular, ∆0 is closed under taking L-conjugates in S.
Proof. For the proof observe first that Rx ∈ Γ as Γ is X -invariant. In particular,
Rx ≤ T ≤ S. Moreover, applying Lemma 4.10(a) for all y ∈ Q ⊆ CX (N ) and all
m ∈ R, one sees that QR ⊆ D(f) if and only if Q ⊆ D(x) and Rx ⊆ D(n), and if so,
then (QR)f = Qx(Rx)n. Hence, QR ⊆ Sf if and only if Q ⊆ Sx and R
x ⊆ Sn. As SX
and T are maximal p-subgroups of X and N respectively, we have S ∩ X = SX and
S ∩ N = T . So if Q ≤ Sx, then Q ≤ (SX )x, and if Rx ≤ Sn, then Rx ≤ Tn. Thus, as
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(X ,∆X , SX ) and (N ,Γ, T ) are localities, it follows in this case Qx ∈ ∆X , (Rx)n ∈ Γ.
Moreover, by Corollary 4.6, we have Qx ⊆ CX (N ). So (QR)f = Qx(Rx)n ∈ ∆0. As
every element of L is of the form Π(x, n) for some x ∈ X and n ∈ N , it follows that
∆0 is L-closed in S. 
Lemma 5.4. Assume Hypothesis 5.1. Then D(L) = D(L)∆0.
Proof. Let w = (f1, . . . , fk) ∈W(L) and write fi = Π(xi, ni) with xi ∈ X and ni ∈ N .
Then wX = (x1, . . . , xk). If wX ∈ D(L), set yi := Π(xi+1, . . . , xk) for all 0, 1, . . . , k
(meaning yk = Π(∅) = 1), and ni = n
yi
i for all i = 1, . . . , k; note that y0, y1, . . . , yk,
n1, . . . , nk and wN := (n1, . . . , nk) are well-defined in this case.
Step 1: We show that D(L) ⊆ D(L)∆0.
For the proof assume w ∈ D(L). Then by (SD3), wX = (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ D(L) ∩
W(X ) = D(X ) and wN = (n1, . . . , nk) is well-defined and an element of D(L) ∩
W(N ) = D(N ). As (X ,∆X , SX) and (N ,Γ, T ) are localities, it follows that there
exist Q0, . . . , Qk ∈ ∆X and R0, . . . , Rk ∈ Γ such that Qi−1 ⊆ D(xi), Q
xi
i−1 = Qi,
Ri−1 ⊆ D(ni) and R
ni
i−1 = Ri for i = 1, . . . , k. By (∗) and Corollary 4.6, replacing Qi
by Qi ∩ CX (N ), we may assume Qi ≤ CX (N ) for all i = 1, . . . , k. For i = 0, 1, . . . , k
set
Ri := R
yi
−1
i and Pi = QiRi.
Notice that, as X acts on Γ, we have Ri ∈ Γ and so Pi ∈ ∆0 for i = 0, 1, . . . , n. Let
now i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. As Ri−1 ⊆ D(ni) = D(n
yi
i ), it follows from Corollary 4.12(c) that
R
y−1i
i−1 ⊆ D(ni) and
((R
y−1i
i−1)
ni)yi = Rnii−1 = Ri.(1)
Using y−1i = Π(x
−1
k , . . . , x
−1
i+1) = Π(x
−1
k , . . . , x
−1
i+1, x
−1
i , xi) = Π(x
−1
k , . . . , x
−1
i )xi = y
−1
i−1xi
and Lemma 4.5, one sees now that R
xi
i−1 = R
y−1i−1xi
i−1 = R
y−1i
i−1 ⊆ D(ni). So conjugating (1)
with y−1i and using Lemma 4.5 again, it follows
(R
xi
i−1)
ni = (R
y−1i
i−1)
ni = R
y−1i
i = Ri.
In particular, R
xi
i−1 ⊆ Sni. By the choice of Q0, Q1, . . . , Qk, we have Qi−1 ≤ Sxi,
Qxii−1 = Qi and Qi−1 ⊆ CX (N ). So by Lemma 5.3, we have Pi−1 ≤ Sfi and
P fii−1 = (Qi−1Ri−1)
fi = Qxii−1(R
xi
i−1)
ni = QiRi = Pi.
Since i ∈ {1, . . . , k} was arbitrary, this shows that w = (f1, . . . , fk) ∈ D(L)∆ via
P0, P1, . . . , Pk. This completes Step 1.
Step 2: We show D(L)∆0 ⊆ D(L).
For the proof assume w ∈ D(L)∆0 via P0, P1, . . . , Pk ∈ ∆0. Write P0 = Q0R0
where Q0 ∈ ∆X and R0 ∈ Γ with Q0 ⊆ CX (N ). For i = 1, . . . , k set Qi := Q
xi
i−1 and
Ri := (R
xi
i−1)
ni. Using induction on i, it follows from Lemma 5.3 that for i = 0, 1, . . . , k,
Qi and Ri are well-defined (i.e. if i ≥ 1, Qi−1 ⊆ D(xi) and R
xi
i−1 ⊆ D(ni)), Pi = QiRi,
Qi ∈ ∆X , Ri ∈ Γ and Qi ⊆ CX (N ). As (X ,∆X , SX ) is a locality, we can in particular
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conclude that wX = (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ D(X ) = D(L) ∩W(X ) via Q0, Q1, . . . , Qk. So
y0, y1, . . . , yk, n1, . . . , nk and wN = (n1, . . . , nk) are well-defined. As Γ is X -invariant,
we have for all i = 0, 1, . . . , k that Ri := R
yi
i ∈ Γ. We will show that wN ∈ D(N ) =
D(L) ∩W(N ) via R0, R1, . . . , Rk. For that fix i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Since y
−1
i = y
−1
i−1xi (as
seen in Step 1), we have R
y−1i
i−1 = (R
y−1i−1
i−1 )
xi = R
xi
i−1 ⊆ D(ni). Hence, Corollary 4.12(c)
gives Ri−1 ⊆ D(n
yi
i ) = D(ni) and R
ni
i−1 = ((R
y−1i
i−1)
ni)yi = ((R
xi
i−1)
ni)yi = R
yi
i = Ri. As i
was arbitrary and (N ,Γ, T ) is a locality, this shows that wN = (n1, . . . , nk) ∈ D(N ) =
D(L)∩W(N ) via R0, R1, . . . , Rk. So we have shown that wX ∈ D(L) and wN ∈ D(L).
Hence, by (SD3), it follows w ∈ D(L). This completes the proof of Step 2. Together
with Step 1, this yields the assertion. 
Lemma 5.5. Assume Hypothesis 5.1. Then (L,∆, S) and (L,∆+, S) are localities.
Proof. As (X ,∆X , SX ) and (N ,Γ, T ) are localities, SX and T are maximal p-subgroups
of X and N respectively. Moreover, as X leaves Γ invariant and T is the unique
maximal member of Γ, we have SX ⊆ X ⊆ NL(T ). Hence, by Lemma 4.13, SXT
is a maximal p-subgroup of L. It follows thus from Lemma 2.11, Lemma 5.3 and
Lemma 5.4 that (L,∆, S) is a locality. In particular, for every f ∈ L, Sf is a subgroup
of S. Moreover, for all P ≤ Sf , P f is a subgroup of S.
We argue now that (L,∆+, S) is a locality. Note that ∆+ is closed under taking
overgroups in S, since ∆X and Γ are closed under taking overgroups in SX and T
respectively. It remains to show that ∆+ is closed under taking L-conjugates in S, and
that D(L) = D(L)∆+. We will prove these properties in the following two steps.
Step 1: Let P ∈ ∆+ with P ≤ CSX (N )T and f = Π(x, n) ∈ L with x ∈ X and
n ∈ N . We show that P ≤ Sf if and only PX ≤ Sx and (PN )x ≤ Sn. Moreover, if so,
then P f ≤ CSX (N )T , (P
f)X = (PX )
x ∈ ∆X , (P f)N = ((PN )x)n ∈ Γ and P f ∈ ∆+.
Essentially, this follows from Lemma 4.10(a). Namely, given g = st ∈ P with
s ∈ PX and t ∈ PN , it follows from this lemma that g ∈ D(f) if and only if s ∈ D(x)
and tx ∈ D(n); moreover, if so, then gf = (st)xn = sx(tx)n. If g ∈ D(f), then
note that sx ∈ X and (tx)n ∈ N . By (SD2), every element of L can be written
uniquely as a product of an element of X and an element of N . So if f ∈ D(f), then
gf = sx(tx)n ∈ S = SXT if and only if sx ∈ SX and (tx)n ∈ T . Since SX = S ∩ X and
T = S ∩ N , we can conclude altogether that g ∈ Sf if and only if s ∈ Sx and tx ∈ Sn;
moreover, if so then gf = sx(tx)n. As P ≤ CSX (N )T , it follows from the definition
of PX and PN that every element g ∈ P can be written as a product g = st with
s ∈ PX and t ∈ PN . The other way around, for every s ∈ PX , there exists t ∈ PN with
st ∈ P , and for every t ∈ PN , there exists s ∈ PX with st ∈ P . So what we proved
implies that P ≤ Sf if and only if PX ≤ Sx and (PN )x ≤ Sn. Moreover, if this is the
case then, since CX (N ) ✂ X by Lemma 4.6, we can conclude that P f ≤ CSX (N )T ,
(P f)X = (PX )
x ≤ CSX (N ) and (P
f)N = ((PN )
x)n. Since (X ,∆X , SX ) and (N ,Γ, T )
are localities and Γ is X -invariant, the claim above follows and Step 1 is complete.
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For the next two steps, set S0 := CSX (N )T . We will use without further reference
that, by Lemma 5.2(c), S0 is strongly closed and, for every Q ≤ S, we have Q ∈ ∆+ if
and only if Q ∩ S0 ∈ ∆
+.
Step 2: We argue that ∆+ is closed under taking L-conjugates.
Let P ∈ ∆+ and f ∈ L with P ≤ Sf . As P ∈ ∆+, we have also P ∩S0 ∈ ∆+. Hence,
by Step 1, (P ∩S0)f ∈ ∆+. As S0 is strongly closed, P f ∩S0 = (P ∩S0)f . So P f ∈ ∆+
completing Step 2.
Step 3: We show that D(L) = D(L)∆+.
Note first that ∆ ⊆ ∆+ and thus D(L) = D(L)∆ ⊆ D(L)∆+. Define
γ : ∆+ → ∆0, P 7→ PXPN .
Let P,Q ∈ ∆+ with f = Π(x, n) ∈ L with P ⊆ Sf and P f = Q. We want to
argue that D(L)∆+ ⊆ D(L)∆0 = D(L) with the latter equality using Lemma 5.4. By
Remark 2.6, it is sufficient to show that γ(P ) ≤ Sf and γ(P )f = γ(Q). As P and
Q are elements of ∆+, P ∩ S0 and Q ∩ S0 are elements of ∆+ too. Moreover, S0 is
strongly closed in FS(L) and thus (P ∩ S0)f = P f ∩ S0 = Q ∩ S0. By Lemma 5.2(c),
we have PX = (P ∩ S0)X and PN = (P ∩ S0)N , thus γ(P ) = γ(P ∩ S0) and similarly
γ(Q) = γ(Q∩S0). Therefore, replacing P and Q by P ∩S0 and Q∩S0, we may assume
that P and Q are contained in S0. It follows then from Lemma 5.3 and Step 1 that
γ(P ) ⊆ Sf and γ(P )
f = P xX (P
x
N )
n = γ(P f) = γ(Q). This completes Step 3 and thus
the proof of the assertion. 
Corollary 5.6. Assume Hypothesis 5.1 and let ∆∗ be a set of subgroups of S such that
∆ ⊆ ∆∗ ⊆ ∆+ and ∆∗ is closed under taking L-conjugates and overgroups in S. Then
(L,∆∗, S) is a locality.
Proof. As ∆ ⊆ ∆∗ ⊆ ∆+, we have D(L)∆ ⊆ D(L)∆∗ ⊆ D(L)∆+. It follows from
Lemma 5.5 that S is a maximal p-subgroup of L and D(L)∆ = D(L) = D(L)∆+. In
particular, we have that D(L)∆∗ = D(L). As ∆∗ is by assumption closed under taking
L-conjugates and overgroups in S, this shows that (L,∆∗, S) is a locality. 
5.2. Internal and external semidirect products of localities. The results we
proved in the previous subsection motivate the following definitions.
Definition 5.7 (Internal semidirect product of localities). Let (X ,∆X , SX ) and (N ,Γ, T )
be sublocalities of a locality (L,∆∗, S). We say that (L,∆∗, S) is an internal semidirect
product of (X ,∆X , SX ) with (N ,Γ, T ) if the following properties hold:
• L is the internal semidirect product of X with N and S = SXT ;
• X leaves Γ invariant, i.e. Rx ∈ Γ for all R ∈ Γ and x ∈ X ;
• Q ∩ CX (N ) ∈ ∆X for all Q ∈ ∆X ;
• ∆ ⊆ ∆∗ ⊆ ∆+, where ∆ and ∆+ are the sets of subgroups defined in Hypoth-
esis 5.1.
More precisely, we say then that (L,∆∗, S) is the internal semidirect product of the
locality (X ,∆X , SX ) with the locality (N ,Γ, T ). If in addition ∆∗ = ∆, this internal
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semidirect product is said to be sparse. If ∆∗ = ∆+, we call the internal semidirect
product ample.
Definition 5.8 (Actions of localities on localities). We say that a locality (X ,∆X , SX )
acts on a locality (N ,Γ, T ) if the partial group X acts on the partial group N via a
homomorphism ϕ : X → N and in addition the following two properties hold:
• X acts on Γ, i.e. Rx
ϕ
∈ Γ for all R ∈ Γ and x ∈ X ;
• we have Q ∩ CϕX (N ) ∈ ∆X for every Q ∈ ∆X .
If such ϕ is given, we say also that (X ,∆X , SX ) acts on (N ,Γ, T ) via ϕ.
Note that, if (X ,∆X , SX ) and (N ,Γ, T ) are as in the above definition, then X acts
also on T , since X acts on Γ and T is the unique maximal member of Γ.
Definition 5.9 (External semidirect product of localities). Suppose a locality (X ,∆X , SX )
acts on a locality (N ,Γ, T ) via some homomorphism ϕ : X → Aut(N ). Set L =
X ⋉ϕ N and S = (SX , T ) (and note that S is a p-subgroup of L by Theorem 4.4 and
Lemma 4.13). For P ≤ S set
P ϕX := {s ∈ C
ϕ
SX
(N ) : ∃t ∈ T such that (s, t) ∈ P}
and
P ϕN := {t ∈ T : ∃s ∈ C
ϕ
SX
(N ) such that (s, t) ∈ P}.
Define moreover
∆ϕ := {P ≤ S : ∃ Q ∈ ∆X ∃R ∈ Γ such that (Q,R) ≤ P}
and
∆+ϕ := {P ≤ S : P
ϕ
X ∈ ∆X and P
ϕ
N ∈ Γ}.
Then
• the sparse external semidirect product of (X ,∆X , SX ) with (N ,Γ, T ) (via ϕ) is
the triple (L,∆ϕ, S);
• the ample external semidirect product of (X ,∆X , SX ) with (N ,Γ, T ) (via ϕ) is
the triple (L,∆+ϕ , S).
More generally, external semidirect product of (X ,∆X , SX ) with (N ,Γ, T ) (via ϕ) is a
triple (L,∆∗, S), where ∆ϕ ⊆ ∆∗ ⊆ ∆+ϕ and ∆
∗ is closed under taking L-conjugates
and overgroups in S.
Note that it is a priori not completely clear that our definitions makes sense, i.e. that
sparse and ample external semidirect products are special cases of external semidirect
products as defined at the end of Definition 5.9; this is because it is not clear that
∆ϕ and ∆
+
ϕ are closed under taking L-conjugates and overgroups in S. We will prove
this however in part (a) of the following lemma. We show moreover some other crucial
properties: Every external semidirect product of localities is a locality, which is an
internal semidirect product of canonically defined sublocalities.
Lemma 5.10. Let (X ,∆X , SX ) be a locality acting on a locality (N ,Γ, T ) via a ho-
momorphism ϕ. Set L = X ⋉ϕ N and S = (SX , T ). For parts (b),(c) and (d), let
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(L,∆∗, S) be an external semidirect product of (X ,∆X , SX ) with (N ,Γ, T ) via ϕ. Then
the following hold:
(a) The sets ∆ϕ and ∆
+
ϕ (as defined in Definition 5.9) are closed under taking L-
conjugates and overgroups in S; so the sparse external semidirect product and
the ample external semidirect product of (X ,∆X , SX ) with (N ,Γ, T ) are indeed
external semidirect products in the more general sense.
(b) The external semidirect product (L,∆∗, S) is a locality.
(c) Adopting Notation 3.12, set Xˆ = (X , 1), SˆX = (SX , 1), Nˆ = (1,N ), Tˆ =
(1, T ),
∆ˆX = {(Q, 1) : Q ∈ ∆X} and Γˆ = {(1, R) : R ∈ Γ}.
Then (Xˆ , ∆ˆX , SˆX )) and (Nˆ , Γˆ, Tˆ ) are sublocalities of (L,∆∗, S), and (L,∆∗, S)
is an internal semidirect product of (Xˆ , ∆ˆX , SˆX ) with (Nˆ , Γˆ, Tˆ ).
(d) The external semidirect product (L,∆∗, S) is sparse if and only if it is a sparse
internal semidirect product of (Xˆ , ∆ˆ, SˆX ) with (Nˆ , Γˆ, Tˆ ). Similarly, (L,∆∗, S)
is an ample external semidirect product if and only if it is an ample internal
semidirect product of (Xˆ , ∆ˆ, SˆX ) with (Nˆ , Γˆ, Tˆ ).
Proof. By Theorem 4.4 the partial group L = X⋉ϕN is the internal semidirect product
of the partial subgroup Xˆ = (X , 1) with the partial subgroup Nˆ = (1,N ). Moreover,
(1, n)(x,1) = (1, nx
ϕ
) and (x, 1)(1, n) = (x, n) for all x ∈ X and n ∈ N . In particular,
S = (SX , T ) = (SX , 1) · (1, T ) = SˆX Tˆ . Note also that Xˆ leaves Γˆ invariant, since Γ is
X -invariant.
By Lemma 3.13(c), the maps α : X → Xˆ , x 7→ (x, 1) and β : N → Nˆ , n 7→ (1, n) are
isomorphisms of partial groups. Observe also that SαX = SˆX , ∆
α
X = ∆ˆX , T
β = Tˆ and
Γβ = Γˆ. Therefore, the fact that the triples (Xˆ , ∆ˆX , SˆX ) and (Nˆ , Γˆ, Tˆ ) form localities
follows directly from the assumption that (X ,∆X , SX ) and (N ,Γ, T ) are localities. One
sees easily that S ∩ Xˆ = SˆX and S ∩ Nˆ = Tˆ . Hence, (Xˆ , ∆ˆ, SˆX ) and (Nˆ , Γˆ, Tˆ ) are
sublocalities of (L,∆∗, S).
Notice that CXˆ (Nˆ ) = (C
ϕ
X (N ), 1). Thus for every (Q, 1) ∈ ∆ˆX we have
(Q, 1) ∩ CXˆ (Nˆ ) = (Q, 1) ∩ (C
ϕ
X (N ), 1) = (Q ∩ C
ϕ
X (N ), 1).
As (X ,∆X , SX ) acts on (N ,Γ, T ), we have Q ∩ C
ϕ
X (N ) ∈ ∆X . So we conclude that
(Q, 1) ∩ CXˆ (Nˆ ) ∈ ∆ˆX whenever (Q, 1) ∈ ∆ˆX . Thus, all assumptions in Hypothesis
5.1 are satisfied with (Xˆ , ∆ˆX , SˆX ) and (Nˆ , Γˆ, Tˆ ) in place of (X ,∆X , SX ) and (N ,Γ, T ).
Adopt the notation introduced there accordingly, so that in particular ∆ and ∆+ are
defined. Furthermore, define ∆ϕ and ∆
+
ϕ as in Definition 5.9. Then
∆ = {P ≤ S : ∃(Q, 1) ∈ ∆ˆX ∃(1, R) ∈ Γˆ such that (Q, 1)(1, R) ≤ P}
= {P ≤ S : ∃Q ∈ ∆X ∃R ∈ Γ such that (Q,R) ≤ P} = ∆ϕ.
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We argue next that ∆+ = ∆+ϕ . Observe first that, for every P ≤ S, we have
PXˆ = {(s, 1) ∈ (C
ϕ
SX
(N ), 1) : ∃(1, t) ∈ Tˆ such that (s, 1)(1, t) ∈ P}
= {(s, 1) : s ∈ CϕSX (N ), ∃t ∈ T such that (s, t) ∈ P}
= {(s, 1) : s ∈ P ϕX} = (P
ϕ
X , 1)
and
PNˆ = {(1, t) ∈ (1, T ) : ∃(s, 1) ∈ (C
ϕ
SX
(N ), 1) such that (s, t) ∈ P}
= {(1, t) : t ∈ T, ∃s ∈ CϕSX (N ) such that (s, t) ∈ P}
= {(1, t) : t ∈ P ϕN} = (1, P
ϕ
N ).
Hence,
∆+ = {P ≤ S : PXˆ ∈ ∆ˆX and PNˆ ∈ Γˆ}
= {P ≤ S : (P ϕX , 1) ∈ ∆ˆX and (1, P
ϕ
N ) ∈ Γˆ}
= {P ≤ S : P ϕX ∈ ∆X and P
ϕ
N ∈ Γ} = ∆
+
ϕ .
So ∆ϕ = ∆ and ∆
+
ϕ = ∆
+. Hence, (a) follows from Lemma 5.5. Moreover, ∆ = ∆ϕ ⊆
∆∗ ⊆ ∆+ϕ = ∆
+ and ∆∗ is closed under taking L-conjugates and overgroups in S. So
using Corollary 5.6, we conclude that (L,∆∗, S) is a locality and (b) holds. Moreover,
as all the assumptions in Definition 5.7 are fulfilled, we deduce that (c) holds. Now (d)
holds clearly as well. 
5.3. Semidirect products of groups with localities. In this subsection we consider
internal and external semidirect products of a finite group X with a locality (N ,Γ, T ).
Note that we can attach to any finite group X a locality (X , SX ,∆X ) by choosing
a Sylow p-subgroup SX of X and taking ∆X to be the set of all subgroups of SX .
Hence, the concepts and results we will state here are actually special cases of the ones
introduced in the previous subsection. We feel however that it is worth spelling out
this special case, in particular since it is needed to define wreath products of localities.
Definition 5.11 (Internal semidirect product of a group with a locality). Let (L,∆∗, S)
be locality. Then we say that (L,∆∗, S) is an internal semidirect product of a subgroup
X with a sublocality (N ,Γ, T ) if, setting SX := S ∩ X and writing ∆X for the set of
all subgroups of SX , the subgroup SX is a Sylow p-subgroup of X and (L,∆
∗, S) is the
internal semidirect product of the sublocality (X ,∆X , SX ) with (N ,Γ, T ). We say that
the internal semidirect product of X with (N ,Γ, T ) is sparse (or ample) if the internal
semidirect product of (X ,∆X , SX ) with (N ,Γ, T ) is sparse (or ample, respectively).
Remark 5.12. Let (L,∆∗, S) be a locality which is an internal semidirect product of
a subgroup X with a locality (N ,Γ, T ). Set SX := S ∩ X , write ∆X for the set of all
subgroups of SX , and adopt the notation introduced in Hypothesis 5.1 (which is also
used in Definition 5.7). Then, as the trivial subgroup is an element of ∆X and Γ is
closed under taking overgroups in T , we have
∆ = {P ≤ S : ∃R ∈ Γ such that R ≤ P} = {P ≤ S : P ∩ T ∈ Γ}
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and
∆+ = {P ≤ S : PN ∈ Γ}.
In particular, (L,∆∗, S) is a sparse internal semidirect product of X with (N ,Γ, T ) if
∆∗ is the set of all overgroups of the elements of Γ.
Definition 5.13 (Action of a group on a locality). Let X be a group and (N ,Γ, T )
a locality. Then X acts on (N ,Γ, T ) if there exists a group homomorphism ϕ : X →
Aut(N ) such that Γ is X -invariant, i.e. Rx
ϕ
∈ Γ for all R ∈ Γ and x ∈ X .
Remark 5.14. Suppose a finite group X acts on a locality (N ,Γ, T ). Let SX be a
Sylow p-subgroup of X (where T is a p-group), and let ∆X be the set of all subgroups
of SX . Then (X ,∆X , SX ) acts on (N ,Γ, T ), as Γ is X -invariant and ∆X contains every
subgroup of SX . Moreover, setting L = X ⋉ϕ N and S = (SX , T ), and using the
notation introduced in Definition 5.9 we have
∆ϕ = {P ≤ S : ∃R ∈ Γ such that (1, R) ≤ P}.
and
∆+ϕ = {P ≤ S : P
ϕ
N ∈ Γ}.
Here
P ϕN = {t ∈ T : ∃s ∈ C
ϕ
SX
(N ) such that (s, t) ∈ P}.
Definition 5.15 (External semidirect product of a group with a locality). Suppose a
finite group X acts on a locality (N ,Γ, T ) via ϕ . Pick a Sylow p-subgroup SX of X
and write ∆X for the set of all subgroups of SX . Then an external semidirect product
of X with (N ,Γ, T ) via ϕ (or of (X , SX ) with (N ,Γ, T ) via ϕ) is a triple (L,∆∗, S)
which is an external semidirect product of (X ,∆X , SX ) with (N ,Γ, T ). The external
semidirect product of X with (N ,Γ, T ) is called sparse (or ample) if the external
semidirect product of (X , SX ,∆X ) with (N ,Γ, T ) is sparse (or ample).
Remark 5.16. Using Remark 5.14, we see that an external semidirect product of a
group X with a locality (N ,Γ, T ) (via a homomorphism ϕ : X → Aut(N )) is a triple
(L,∆∗, S) such that the following hold:
(1) L = X ⋉ϕ N and S = (SX , T ) for some Sylow p-subgroup SX of X ;
(2) (1, R) ∈ ∆∗ for every R ∈ Γ.
(3) If P ∈ ∆∗, then P ϕN ∈ Γ.
(4) ∆∗ is closed under taking L-conjugates and overgroups in S.
Moreover, a sparse external semidirect product of X with (N ,Γ, T ) is a triple (L,∆∗, S)
such that (1) holds and ∆∗ is the set of all overgroups in S of subgroups of the form
(1, R) with R ∈ Γ. Similarly, an ample external semidirect product of X with (N ,Γ, T )
is a triple (L,∆∗, S) such that (1) holds and ∆∗ is the set of all P ≤ S with P ϕN ∈ Γ.
6. Wreath products
Definition 6.1 (External direct product). Let n ∈ N such that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
we are given localities (Li,∆i, Si) with partial products Πi : Di → Li. The external
direct product of the localities Li, is the locality (L = L1× · · ·×Ln,∆1 ∗ · · · ∗∆n, S =
S1 × · · · × Sn) where
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(1) L = {(f1, . . . , fn) | fi ∈ Li};
(2) for every word w = ((f1,1, . . . , f1,n), (f2,1, . . . , f2,n), . . . , (fm,1, . . . , fm,n)) write
wi = (f1,i, . . . fm,i) ∈ Li and set
D = D(L) = {w ∈ L | wi ∈ Di for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n};
(3) the partial product Π: D→ L is given by Π(w) = (Π1(w1),Π2(w2), . . . ,Πn(wn));
(4) the inversion map −1 : L → L is given by (f1, . . . , fn)−1 = (f
−1
1 , . . . , f
−1
n );
(5) ∆1 ∗ · · · ∗∆n = {P ≤ S | Q1 ×Q2 × · · · ×Qn ≤ P for some Qi ∈ ∆i}.
Remark 6.2. The fact that (L = L1 × · · · × Ln,∆1 ∗ · · · ∗∆n, S = S1 × · · · × Sn) is
indeed a locality can be proved with an argument similar to the one used to prove the
statement for n = 2 in [Hen17, Lemma 5.1].
Definition 6.3. If (L,∆, S) is a locality and k ≥ 1 is an integer, we write (Lk,∆∗k, Sk)
to denote the external direct product of k copies of (L,∆, S).
Lemma 6.4. Let k ≥ 2 be an integer, let X be a subgroup of the symmetric group
Sym(k) and let (N ,Γ, T ) be a non-trivial locality. Then X acts on (N k,Γ∗k, T k) with
natural action respecting Γ∗k.
Proof. Write Ni for the i-th copy of N appearing in the direct product N k. Then every
element of N k is of the form (n1, . . . , nk) for some ni ∈ Ni and the natural action of
X on the indices i gives a group homomorphism
X → Aut(N k), x 7→ ((n1, . . . , nk) 7→ (n1, . . . , nk)
x = (n1x , . . . , nkx)).
It remains to show that the action of X preserves Γ∗k. Suppose P ∈ Γ∗k. Then by
Definition 6.1(5) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k there exists Qi ∈ Γ such that Q1 × · · · ×Qk ≤ P .
Then for every x ∈ X we have Q1x × · · · × Qkx ≤ P x. Since Qix = Qj for some
1 ≤ j ≤ k and Qj ∈ Γ, we deduce that P x ∈ Γ∗k. Therefore X acts on Γ∗k and so it
acts on the locality (N k,Γ∗k, T k). 
Definition 6.5. Let k ≥ 2 be an integer and let X be a subgroup of the symmetric
group Sym(k).
(1) A wreath product of X with a locality (N ,Γ, T ) is an external semidirect prod-
uct of X with N k via the action defined in Lemma 6.4;
(2) The sparse (or ample) wreath product of X with the locality (N ,Γ, T ) is the
external semidirect product of X with (N k,Γ∗k, T k) which is sparse (or ample,
respectively).
Remark 6.6. If (L,∆, S) is a wreath product of X with (N ,Γ, T ), then by Theorem
5.10 we can consider L as an internal semidirect product of a canonical image of X
in L acting on a canonical image of (N k,Γ∗k, T k) in L. We will use this fact without
further reference.
Lemma 6.7. Let k ≥ 2 be an integer and let (L,∆, S) be a wreath product of the
group X ≤ Sym(k) with (N ,Γ, T ). Suppose H ≤ N k is such that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k
there exists an element hi ∈ H that has all entries but the i-th one equal to 1. Then
CL(H) = CN k(H). In particular CL(N
k) ≤ N k.
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Proof. We identify L with the standard internal semidirect product of X acting on
(N k,Γ∗k, T k). Let g ∈ CL(H). Then g = Π(x,m) for some x ∈ X and m ∈ N k and
Sg = S(x,m).Aiming for a contradiction, suppose x 6= 1. So there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ k
such that ix 6= i. Then hix has the i-th entry equal to 1, and the same holds for
(hix)
m = (hi)
g. Since the i-th entry of hi is not equal to 1 by assumption, we deduce
that (hi)
g 6= hi, contradicting the fact that g ∈ CL(H). Therefore x = 1 and g = m ∈
CN k(H). Since this is true for every g ∈ CL(H), we deduce that CL(H) = CN k(H).
By definition of wreath product, the locality N is non-trivial. Hence we can apply
the lemma with N k in place of H and we conclude that CL(N k) ≤ N k. 
Lemma 6.8. Let k ≥ 2 be an integer and let (L,∆, S) be a wreath product of the group
X ≤ Sym(k) with (N ,Γ, T ). If 1 /∈ Γ, then for every P ∈ ∆ and every P ≤ R ≤ S we
have CL(R) = CN k(R).
Proof. Suppose P ∈ ∆ and P ≤ R ≤ S. Then for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k there exists Qi ∈ Γ
such that Q1 × · · · × Qk ≤ P . By assumption Qi 6= 1 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Hence by
Lemma 6.7 we get
CL(R) ≤ CL(P ) ≤ CL(Q1 × · · · ×Qk) = CN k(Q1 × · · · ×Qk) ≤ N
k.
Hence CL(R) = CN k(R). 
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